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Preface
... the general dynamic trend of an organism is toward
an increase of autonomy...The human being has a characteristic tendency toward self-determination, that is, a
tendency to resist external influences and to subordinate
the heterogeneous forces of the physical and social environment to its own sphere of influence. (Angyal, 1941)
Working conditions can enhance or impair a person’s
mental or physical resources to meet the demands of
work and life. A renewal of organisations is required for
changing their structures and functioning to more appropriate for the human being. (The author)

T

he importance of control over one’s work in the regulation and prevention of
stress has been shown in many studies. Although the influence of the objective
working environment on one’s mental well-being has been seen as important,
arguments have also been presented about the supremacy of personal factors in
the perception of working environment. In general, the studies on the subject have been
based on the assumptions of the importance of individual or specific contextual factors in
the process. Knowledge of the interrelationships or the influences between the factors typical of a human being in general - has been missing.
Cognitions like the functions of information processing and mental models in mastering the environment have been considered as important. Although emotions have been
included in cognition nowadays, information about the interrelationships of these factors
has been missing.
The focus of interest in this study was to clarify the general interrelationships of
the external and internal factors in perceiving and controlling the working environment.
One object of interest was also to find out the mutual interrelationships of personal factors
in the perceptive processes on the level of general principles.
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Abstract
Waris, K. (1999). Mental Well-Being at Work. A Sign of a Healthy Organisation
and a Necessary Precondition for Organisational Development. University of Turku,
Department of Psychology, Finland.

O

ne of the aims of the study was to clarify the reliability and validity of the Job
Diagnostic Survey (JDS) and the Eigenzustand (EZ) method as measures of the
objective characteristics of work and short-term mental work load in the Finnish
data. The reliability and validity were examined taking into consideration the
theoretical backgrounds of the methods and the reliability of the measurements.
The methods were used for finding out the preconditions for organisational development based on self-improvement and clarifying the impacts of working environment
(organisational functioning and job characteristics) on a worker’s mental state and health.
The influences were examined on a general level - regardless of individual personal or
specific contextual factors. One aim was also to clarify how cognitions and emotions are
intertwined and how they influence a person’s perception of the working environment.
The data consisted of 15 blue-collar organisations in the public sector. The organisations were divided in target and comparison groups depending on the research frames.
The data was collected by questionnaires by post. The exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses (Lisrel) were used as the main statistical methods in examining the structures
of the methods and impacts between the variables.
It was shown that it is possible for organisations to develop their working conditions themselves on specific preconditions. The advance of the development processes
could be shown by the amount of the development activity as well as by the changes of
the mental well-being (ability to act) and sick absenteeism of the personnel.
It was found that the JDS and the EZ methods were reliable and valid measures in
the Finnish data. It was shown that, in addition to the objective working environment
(organisational functioning and job characteristics), also such a personal factor as selfesteem influences a person’s perception of mental work load. However, the influence did
not seem to be direct. The importance of job satisfaction as a general indicator of perceived working conditions was emphasised. Emotional and cognitive factors were found

to be functionally intertwined constituting a common factor. Organisational functioning
and the characteristics of work had connections with a person’s health measured by sick
absenteeism.

3

1. Introduction

F

innish working life has changed a lot during the last few decades causing increased mental work load to workers at workplaces. So it has become important to
study the causes of work stress and the conditions on which work stress can be
reduced and workers’ mental well-being can be increased in the context of organisational development.
Among the central research problems in the study was to evaluate the reliability
and validity of the JDS and EZ methods as the measures of job characteristics and mental
well-being (Figure 1) in relation to underlying theories. The methods used were selected
in the study, because they on the basis of literature were known to be fairly reliable and
valid measures of perceived job characteristics (JDS) and short term mental work load
(EZ). Without testing the reliability and validity of the methods in the data it would not
have been possible to continue the research project.
The aim was also to study how organisations can improve their working conditions
themselves and whether general law-type interrelationships can be found between the
perception of organisational functioning, job characteristics and mental well-being. The
role of individual factors in perceptive process was also studied.
The research model (figure 1) describes the research procedures carried out both
on the basis of questions arisen during the procedure and the literature in the area.

JDS: Measuring Job Characteristics
The characteristics of the Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) have been studied since the development of the method in the 1970s (Hackman & Oldham, 1974, 1975). The method is
based on the Job Characteristics Model (JCM), according to which work can be examined
by the five core job characteristics: Skill Variety, Task Identity, Task Significance,
Autonomy and Feedback From Job.
The JDS consists of 19 dimensions altogether (figure 2). The basic hypothesis in
the model is that the core job characteristics cause so called critical states in a worker like
the sense of responsibility for work and perceiving a job meaningful. These cause job
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satisfaction, high inner work motivation, ”growth” satisfaction and good job performance.
The developers supposed that job characteristics could be evaluated reliably
by the JDS. They also assumed that by improving job characteristics, productivity and
well-being of the personnel could be increased.
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6
Since its development, but especially in the 1980s, the method has been a target of criticism. The studies have been directed to clarify the reliability of the theoretical model
(JCM), measuring and the scales as well as to evaluate the construct validity of the
method.
As for the theoretical basis, it has been doubted (Fried & Ferris, 1987; Zaccaro &
Store, 1988) that significant job characteristics could be summed up to the five main
factors proposed by the authors (Hackman & Lawler, 1971; Hackman & Oldham, 1974,
1975).
Criticism has also been directed toward assumptions about the objectivity of the
method; that the influence of job characteristics could be measured reliably by the JDS
(Taber & Taylor, 1990). The use of additional, objective methods based on observations
has been proposed. On the other hand, many results seem to confirm that the job characteristics measured by the JDS are connected with objective job characteristics (Algera,
1990; Gehardt, 1988; Taber & Taylor, 1990).
The reliable evaluation of job characteristics is difficult because of the fact that it
is usually one and the same person who perceives both job characteristics and the other
people’s behaviour and attitudes. There is a danger of the covariance of dependent and
independent variables, a kind of methodological bias (Algera, 1990).
Hypotheses have also been presented about the influence of contextual factors on
the perception of job characteristics (Fried & Ferris, 1987). The Social Information Processing Model (SIP) has been presented as a supplementary or even contradictory theoretical basis. According to it the perception of job characteristics is influenced - in addition to
objective job characteristics - by individual (emotional and cognitive) differences and
social comparison. In this case the measured job characteristics are considered to be dependent variables (Fried & Ferris, 1987; Levin & Stokes, 1989; Taber & Taylor, 1990).
According to some studies (Spangler, 1989), there is little evidence of the influence of
personal factors on the perception of job characteristics.
Algera (1990) considers the relationship between objective and perceptive job
characteristics evident but the author also emphasises the importance of social factors in
perceiving job characteristics. Especially he criticises the rigidity of the Job Characteristics Model (JCM). He proposes that in addition to job characteristics attention should be
paid to organisational factors, too. Algera presents (1990) that also the time dimension
should be taken into consideration; according to some results, social factors are significant when a worker gets information before coming into contact with the work itself.
In the light of the previous discussion it seems that the five core job characteristics
are not sufficient to describe job characteristics; a broader point of view is needed to
evaluate job characteristics (Algera, 1990; Fried & Ferris, 1987; Levin & Stokes, 1989;
Taber & Taylor, 1990).
The studies concerning the structure of the method have mainly been crosssectional. The results have been very contradictory; the number of the factors has varied
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from two to six (Brannon et al., 1988; Cordery & Sevastos, 1993; Idaszak et al., 1988;
Khandelwal & Aleem, 1990; Taber & Taylor, 1990). The exploratory factor analysis has
been used in most studies applying the method of maximum likelihood (varimax).
The confirmatory factor analysis has been used in some cases, for example for
clarifying the expected factor structure. It has been noticed that especially items presented
in a negative form are loaded on the same factor. One explanation might be a kind of
measuring bias due to the structure of the measure (Taber & Taylor, 1990). As a result of
the finding, a version of the JDS has been created in which negative items have been
transformed into a positive form. Some results by the improved version have supported its
use. (Cordery & Sevastos, 1993). On the other hand, results have also been presented
according to which the usability of the improved version is not essentially better (Kulik &
Oldham, 1988).
International studies on the reliability and validity of the method have mostly been
directed towards clarifying the consistency of the factors. In general, the problem seems
to concern low consistency rather than the separation ability of the scales (Taber & Taylor, 1990).
In the Finnish data (Vartiainen, 1990) it was noticed that job characteristics correlated with each other moderately; the items were loaded on the expected factors. Two
versions of the JDS were used as methods. The explanation power of the factors was
moderate: 67.7% (the newer version) and 67.5% (the older one).
The aim of this study was to clarify the reliability and validity of the JDS especially in a longitudinal data. The problem was to find out how reliable the factor structure
of the JDS is (construct validity), and how reliable the measurements and the scales are.
More information on the stability of the structure of the method was desired because of
scanty available knowledge (Algera, 1990; Taber & Taylor, 1990). One of the targets was
also to get more information about the validity of the structure of the JCM. Additional
information was thought to be obtained by studying interrelationships between job characteristics, the Work Motivation Potential (WMP) and general perceptions caused by work.
One of the aims was also to compare the reliability and validity of the two Finnish
versions of the JDS. It was hypothesised that the JDS would be a reliable method also in
the Finnish data. Confirming results as to the reliability of the method would be valuable
in general, because the data consisted of organisations independent of each other, and the
methods used were methodologically strict.

EZ: Measuring Short-Term Mental Work Load
Mental work load has been classified into two main groups: long-term and short-term
work load. The studies around the topic have been concentrated on clarifying the long-
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term effects of work load, while less attention has been paid to short-term work load
(Järvenpää, 1991; Kalimo, 1987; Niemelä & Teikari, 1984).
There is a general assumption about the influence of many factors on a person’s
mental well-being in a working environment (Cooper & Payne, 1978; Järvenpää, 1991;
Kalimo, 1987; Karasek & Theorell, 1990; Niemelä & Teikari, 1984). The concept of
mental work load is used here for mental strain and stress (Lazarus, 1966; Selye, 1956,
1983).
According to Nitsch (1971, 1974), mental work load is defined as a change of the
person’s inner mental state, which is caused by exposure to loading factors. Mental work
load can either be positive or negative from health aspect depending on the worker’s
capacity (abilities, knowledge and skills) to meet the demands of the work. If the demands
of the work are in conflict with the worker’s capacity - they either exceed or are below his
or her capacity - the outcome is work load injurious to the worker’s health. If the demands
of the work and the person’s performance are in congruence with each other, positive
work load from health aspect is brought about (Kalimo, 1987; Karasek & Theorell, 1990;
Nitsch, 1971).
Work load is also regulated by possibilities of influencing the work performance.
According to Karasek (Karasek & Theorell, 1990), the most loading work situations are
those in which the possibilities of influence are poor and the demands of work are high.
One factor which has been thought to be in connection with mental work load is Antonowsky’s (1987) concept of the Sense of Coherence. By this he means the worker’s
perception that things are in order, in control and meaningful. Also Fisher (1984) emphasises the meaning of one’s perception of control in coping with stress. A working situation
is perceived as injurious from health aspect when it is - according to some authors influenced by the perception of threat or the fear of loss as well as by lowered self-esteem
and social support (Antonowsky, 1987; Cooper & Davidson, 1987; Kalimo, 1987; Saari
& Majander, 1985).
The symptoms of short-term mental work load are shown in various emotional
reactions during or immediately after the work day. A worker recovers, however, from
them during normal pauses or relatively soon after the work day. Injurious mental work
load is perceived as mental tiredness, monotony, frustration, irritability, low motivation to
work and low work ability as well as changes in work performance (Hahn, 1986; Hacker
& Richter, 1980; Kalimo, 1985, 1987; Kaufman et al., 1982; Kostama et al., 1992; Niemelä & Teikari, 1984). The perceptions of positive mental work load are, among other
things, the feelings of achievement, the pleasure of an accomplished task, and the sense of
being able to use one’s knowledge and skills (Järvenpää, 1991; Kostama et al., 1992;
Niemelä & Teikari, 1984).
Questionnaire techniques for measuring short-term mental work load have been
developed. One of them is the EZ (Eigenzustand) scale developed by Nitsch (1971,
1974, 1976) in the German language area. He made norms for the principal dimensions
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of the method by the so called Bistran analysis in the data of students. In the Bistran
analysis the variables are repeatedly divided into two groups by the factor analysis (figure 3).
The method has been studied by the exploratory factor analysis for clarifying its
structural reliability (contract validity). In some studies the expected factor structure has
not been found; in some others the structure has been found partly (Apenburg, 1986;
Apenburg & Häcker, 1984). Especially the highest levels of the hierarchy have been
shown to be the most reliable (e.g. Kostama et al., 1992). A newer German version with
36 items has been proved to be more reliable than the original one in some studies made
in the 1980s (Apenburg, 1986; Apenburg & Häcker, 1984). Some studies have also tried
to show the criterion validity of the method (Kostama et al., 1992). So far the results have
supported the method.
The validity of the method has been criticised. Apenburg (1986) proposed that
work load would also be caused by other factors than work itself. It has been proposed
that evaluations before the beginning of the work day are influenced by the person’s mental state and his or her expectations about the coming work day. On the other hand, measurements after the work day are, among other things, influenced by expectations about the
activities after the work day. Also the person’s perception of his or her own state has been
suspected to influence the perception of work load. It has also been criticised whether
work load can be differentiated from other kind of load (Apenburg, 1986; Kostama et al.,
1992). The reliability of the scales has generally been high, especially in the Finnish data
(Apenburg, 1986; Järvenpää, 1991; Kostama et al., 1992).
The aim of the study was to clarify the structural validity and the reliability of the
method. It was of special interest to find out the stability of the structure in repeated
measurements. It was hypothesised on the basis of previous studies that the results of
measurements would be fairly constant. Especially the results of the Finnish studies gave
support to this assumption (Järvenpää, 1991; Kostama et al., 1992). It was interesting to
see whether the expected theoretical structure at least of the two highest levels of the
hierarchy would be discovered (e.g. Nitsch, 1971, 1974).
The hypothesis was that the method is reliable as to the factor structure and to the
scales. Positive findings on a general level would be important using the data of independent organisations. In this connection the unique use of the confirmatory factor analysis would be of special value. The positive results would legitimate the use of the Finnish
version with 39 items.

Organisational Self-Improvement
The renewal of the Labour Protection Act, which came into force in Finland on September 1988, provides mental health aspects to be taken into consideration in the evaluation
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and follow-up of working conditions and in the planning of work premises (Työturvallisuuslaki, 1994), which is a continuous process. The comprehensive definition of health
by the World Health Organisation (WHO) is emphasised in the report of the Committee
for Social Affairs (Sosiaalivaliokunnan mietintö, 1986) in connection with the approval of
the Labour Protection Act.
According to the WHO (1986), health consists of a person’s physical, mental and
social well-being. The consideration of factors protecting mental health is also stressed in
the report. According to the interpretation of the Labour Protection Act, health includes,
among other things, social atmosphere and organisational functioning (Työturvallisuuslaki, 1994). Organisational renewal is mentioned as an example of good health care
practices in the legislation of occupational health care (Valtioneuvoston päätös, 1994).
In Finnish literature (Lindström, 1994a), the concept of organisation means many
different things from group phenomena to the comprehensive examination of working
conditions. The study of organisations can - if so desired - be limited to consider special
parts of an organisation, like aspects of health. The signs of a healthy organisation have
been considered: the central status of the personnel, the distribution of information, selfdevelopment and the share of tasks and equality (e.g. Beekhard, 1969). Workers’ perception of the possibilities of social support improves both the health of an organisation and
an individual (Vahtera, 1993).
A healthy organisation is characterised by functioning which is based on the social
relationships between the members of the organisation, and on social support (Kaukanen,
1995; Lindström, 1995). Leadership is of crucial importance as for organisational functioning. There are also supportive structures like occupational safety and health and occupational health care in an organisation that improves the workers’ health and the functioning of the organisation (Weisboard, 1978).
The Finnish occupational safety and health has mostly been considered to include
the protection of health, which has traditionally been directed to attending to or preventing ergonomic deficiencies or those of work safety (Dean & Hancock, 1992; Kalimo,
1994). Recently, attempts have been made to develop the labour inspectors’ work from
the perspective of production control (Engeström, 1987, 1995; Virkkunen, 1995). The
organisational isolation of occupational safety and health from line supervision has been
considered as a problem causing inefficiency in the functioning of the organisation (Eklund & Suikkanen, 1982).
Labour inspectors often meet organisations in crisis, but their means for influencing organisational development are fairly restricted. In addition to the lack of sufficient
expert knowledge, their problem is the lack of time needed for proper activity
(Hämäläinen & Suurnäkki, 1995; Kaukanen, 1995). It is central for labour inspectors’
control of work that an organisational development process can be started and supported
taking into consideration the organisations’ own resources at the same time. In the case
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of success, organisations could by self-improvement take advantage of their mental and
material resources at fairly low expenses.
The first step in a development process can be taken by the top management of the
organisation, a single worker, a consult, or the bodies of the organisation (Lindström,
1994b). According to some opinions, a single worker’s role, and especially that of the
manager, is central in the beginning and in carrying out the process (Argyris, 1985); some
others emphasise the meaning of activity from down to up (e.g. Murto, 1992).
The need for using an outside expert has been evaluated in connection with organisational development (Cummings & Mohrman, 1987; Leoford & Mohrman, 1993; Wilson, 1994). According to Wilson (1994), it has to be evaluated whether an organisation is
able to manage a development process by itself, and when an expert’s help is needed.
Every now and then an expert is used as an outside observer for evaluating an organisation and facilitating its development. Then the advantage is certain objectivity. At times
the importance of an expert’s participation in the development process itself is emphasised; its advantage is the availability of sufficient knowledge, though it may be subjective
(Lindström, 1994b; Saarela, 1991).
In her studies on work safety Saarela has (1991) stressed the importance of selfconducted small groups in the development process. In this connection she has also
stressed the importance of giving development tools for organisations.
Cummings & Mohrman (1987) and Leoford & Mohrman (1993) have recently
carried out studies the aim of which has been to clarify the possibility of self-conducted
organisational development even without an outside expert. For supporting the development of working conditions, an organisation has generally been expected to use some
kind of project group the activity of which has been considered as important for a successful development process (Heikkinen, 1990; Leoford & Mohrman, 1993).
According to Lindström (1994c), evaluations about the real changes in organisations or the results and the meaning of development processes have not usually been made
or evaluation has been insufficient.
The role of planning has been considered in connection with a development process. Smith et al. (1990) have noticed in their studies that good designing leads to good
results in a short time, while the targets cannot be achieved by poor-quality planning
even in a long run, rather on the contrary. In this study the concept of organisational functioning is defined to include :
willingness of the members of an organisation to develop their working conditions, co-operation between supervisors and sub-ordinates, collaboration between the
workers, functioning of occupational safety and health staff and occupational health
care, and the possibility of participation.
The purpose of defining functioning in this way was to emphasise the characteristics of a healthy organisation. A precondition of perceived functioning is that the struc-
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tural characteristics of an organisation, like task clarity and the division of work, are all
right. A well functioning organisation is also productive.
An aim was to clarify how organisations - in this case the development organisations - can improve their working conditions by themselves, and whether this is connected
with mental work load perceived by workers. The expectation was that an organisation is
able to develop its working conditions without outside expertise. It was not quite clear on
which conditions this could happen. It was, however, supposed that leadership and participation would be important factors to be taken into consideration.
It was also very interesting to see in general how an organisation would succeed in
its development process with the contributory factor of feedback from perceived organisational functioning. Positive results would confirm Cummings & Mohrman’s (1987) and
Leoford & Mohrman’s (1993) proposals. The results were also expected to tell about the
suitability of the method as for the resources of personnel. An interesting thing would also
be to compare the method with the well-known method of learning by expanding
(Engeström, 1987, 1995).

The Role of Organisational Functioning and the Characteristics of Work in
Perceiving Mental Work Load
Personnel which have got enough strength to work, which are co-operative and interested
in developing their work and working conditions are an essential precondition of work of
good quality and productivity. A healthy organisation is characterised by functioning (e.g.
Lindström, 1994a). The signs of functioning are participatory management style, good cooperation and sufficient possibilities of participation. Functioning will also be improved if
supportive structures like occupational safety and health and occupational health care
have been arranged and they function properly (Weisboard, 1978).
Job characteristics have been thought to influence the workers’ mental strain and
work motivation as well as sick days and through them the production, too (e.g. Hackman
& Oldham, 1974). The developers (Turner & Lawrence, 1965) of the Job Characteristics
Model (JCM) proposed that the real characteristics of work are in connection with sick
days and psychosomatic symptoms. Hackman & Oldham (1974, 1975) considered such
important job characteristics like sufficient Autonomy, the perception of one’s own tasks
in an integrated whole (Task Identity), the diversified use of skills (Skill Variety), social
meaningfulness (Task Significance) and Feedback From Job.
Cognition has been supposed to regulate perceived mental state and behaviour
(Hacker, 1982; Kivimäki, 1996; Lazarus, 1966). Neisser (1982) defines cognition as a
‘function of knowledge’. By this he means acquiring, organising and using knowledge.
The perception and evaluation of functioning on the basis of feed-back are included (e.g.
Bandura, 1991) in cognitive functions.
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There are different definitions of the concept of self-esteem (e.g. Bandura, 1988; Kauppinen-Toropainen, 1987; Rosenberg, 1979). In this study the Finnish equivalent ”itsearvostus” of the concept of self-esteem was used. The concept is defined in greater detail in
the following.
Fletcher et al. (1992) considered the study of work-related self-esteem as problematic, because a worker reacts to many factors at a workplace. Self-esteem has been defined (Coopersmith, 1967) as a person’s belief of him- or herself as a meaningful, successful and valuable person. Rosenberg (1979) has defined self-esteem as a person’s
either positive or negative attitude to him- or herself. The concept is verified in practice in
the items of the self-esteem scale made by him. The items include presumptions which
concern a person’s concept of his or her own value and ability to manage in every-day
life situations in relation to other people. In this study self-esteem was measured by the
Rosenberg self-esteem scale.
Self-efficacy is a concept used by Bandura (1988). By this he means a person’s
belief of his or her capacity of being able to be motivated and to take advantage of his or
her cognitive resources and functions that are needed for life-control in difficult circumstances. It is evident that the different definitions of self-esteem are mainly theoretical by
their nature; different researchers speak about a fairly similar kind of phenomenon using
their own theoretical frameworks and conceptual system.
Bandura presents (Bandura, 1991; Bandura & Jourden, 1991) - using the framework of social cognition theory - that a person’s self-regulatory mechanisms influence his
or her behaviour through self-monitoring. He assumes that self-monitoring has an impact
on perceived self-efficacy due to one’s functions. This in turn - according to him - influences a person’s thoughts, emotions, motivation and functions.
According to a generally shared opinion (e.g. Epstein, 1983; Locke, 1976; Saari &
Majander, 1985; Thompson, 1971; Tice & Baumeister, 1990), a person’s self-esteem
influences the perception of stress or mental strain. On the other hand, it has also been
presented that mental strain has an impact on self-esteem (French & Caplan, 1972; Kauppinen-Toropainen, 1987).
In Finland studies have also been made recently the aim of which has been to clarify the relationship of self-esteem with stress, well-being and health (Kalimo & Toppinen,
1993; Kivimäki & Kalimo, 1996). On the basis of these studies, hypotheses (Kivimäki &
Kalimo, 1996) have been made for example of mutual influence: mental strain influences self-esteem, but also vice versa. Kivimäki (1996) has also proposed that heavy
stress may decrease self-esteem.
Short-term (emotional) mental work load (motivation, mental strain) has been
studied by the EZ method developed by Nitsch (1971, 1976). The interrelationships
between mental state (measured in this way) and the core characteristics of work by Hackman & Oldham (1974, 1975) have not - as far as is known - been studied before
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(Järvenpää, 1991). Neither has the concept of ‘mental state’ proposed by Nitsch (1971,
1976) presumably been confirmed later.
In this study the target was to clarify the interrelationships of perceived working
environment (organisational functioning and job characteristics), a worker’s cognitions
(self-esteem and willingness to develop working conditions) and mental state (motivation,
mental strain). The mutual interrelationships of these factors were studied, too. One target
was also to find out the relationships of the factors in connection with sick days as well as
the change of sick days during the follow-up period of one year. The interrelationships
between gender, age and education and the variables mentioned were also studied.
It was supposed that both job characteristics and organisational functioning influence a worker’s mental well-being. It was expected that the items of job characteristics
and mental well-being would be loaded on different factors; presumably the items of the
JDS would stand for the structural characteristics of working environment.
It was also hypothesised that the items of the EZ would form a single factor of
mental state according to the underlying theory. On the basis of the theoretical background it was supposed that job characteristics, including the perception of control would,
influence the perception of mental strain.
It was also expected that mental strain would have an impact on self-esteem. The
positive findings with the data of independent organisations would bring new knowledge
about the interrelationships of organisational and individual factors on a general level and
help the developers and designers of workplaces to redesign workplaces.

The Role of Individual Factors in the Perception of Working Environment
Job Characteristics
The JCM model developed by Turner & Lawrence (1965) was constructed on the assumptions that environmental factors like the objective characteristics of job and leadership influence a worker’s motivation and job satisfaction via individual factors. The influence was mainly expected to be one-way. Also some other authors have presented the
same kind of propositions (Munn et al., 1996; Ting, 1997). The role of self-esteem has
been considered as important in many studies (see the previous discussion).
There has been little evidence of the influence of cognitive factors on the perception of job characteristics. For example, there is little knowledge about interrelationships
between the perception of control and the perception of job characteristics.
Antonowsky (e.g. 1979, 1987) used the concept of the Sense of Coherence referring to 1) the sense which the internal and external environment make to someone and
which is predictable (comprehensibility), 2) the sense of control (manageability) and 3)
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meaningfulness. Huhtaniemi (1995) used the concept of the sense of life-control by which
she meant a human resource against stress and a means for achieving a goal.
Karasek (e.g. Karasek, 1979; Karasek & Theorell, 1990) used the concept of job
demands and control described by the Demand/Control Model (DCM) when speaking
about a worker’s possibility to influence his or her job performance. Kobasa (1979) used
the concept of hardiness for the generalised feeling of control. Leppänen (1993) proposed
that the perception of competence in the development of work protected a worker better
from long-term stress effects than the conceptual mastering of the work.
In this study the variables of self-esteem and willingness to develop working conditions were considered as cognitive factors. The target was to find out whether cognitive
factors are related to the perception of job characteristics and whether possible interrelationships could be shown despite of the influence of a special organisation or a single
individual. This was interesting because - on one hand - arguments about the objective
nature of job characteristics have been made; on the other hand, arguments about the
influence of contextual and individual variables have been presented (see the previous
discussion page 18.) It was expected that cognitive factors might not possibly influence a
worker’s perception of the characteristics of work - not at least on a general level.

Organisational Functioning
Functioning has been considered as a sign of a healthy organisation (e.g. Lindström,
1995). Functioning has been thought to be based on social relationships and social support (Lindström, 1995; Kaukanen, 1995).
The role of social support in a stress process has been considered as important in
many studies (e.g. House, 1981; Karasek & Theorell, 1990). It has been argued that the
possibility of social support decreases mental strain (e.g. Kalimo, 1980, Karasek & Theorell, 1990). Some authors (e.g. Deci & Ryan, 1991) have argued that social support is
based on interrelationships between individuals; therefore the possibility of receiving
support depends on the receiver’s personality, especially on personal coherence.
It has also been argued (e.g. Cohen & Wills, 1985; Dooley et al., 1987) that social
integration and satisfying social relationships are interrelated. In this connection the possibility of social support (e.g. Munn et al., 1996) and participation (e.g. Israel et al., 1989;
Parker et al., 1997) has been considered likely.
It has been shown that self-esteem (Kauppinen-Toropainen, 1987) is connected
with job satisfaction. Nowack (1991) argued that cognitive hardiness (a kind of equivalent of self-esteem) influences a person’s job satisfaction.
The previous discussion gave an idea to study more closely interrelationships
between organisational functioning, job satisfaction and mental work load. It was of special interest to examine whether job satisfaction functions as a mediator between or-
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ganisational functioning and perceived mental state. It was also interesting to study how
the factors of organisational functioning (see the previous description) are related with job
satisfaction and what the role of each of them is in the process. It was expected that at
least co-operation between supervisors and sub-ordinates and co-operation between the
workers as well as participation would have interrelationships with job satisfaction.
One of the targets of the study was also to clarify the interrelationships of job satisfaction with a worker’s cognitive factors like self-esteem and willingness to develop
working conditions. On the basis of literature (e.g. Kauppinen-Toropainen, 1987), it was
expected that self-esteem would influence job satisfaction. Possible findings by the data
of a general level would be of interest from a theoretical point of view.
The purpose was also to clarify whether cognitive factors (like self-esteem) would
influence the perception of organisational functioning. It was supposed that (according to
Deci & Ryan, 1991) this would be possible. It was considered interesting to clarify
whether the expectation would come true, even if any special individual or contextual
factors could not to be found.

Cognitions and Emotions
The role of the perception of control in coping with stress has been emphasised in many
studies (e.g. Antonowsky, 1987; Fisher, 1984; Karasek & Theorell, 1990). The sense of
control has also been seen as important in reducing one’s arousal level (Sterling & Allostasis, 1988). Interrelationships between the perception of control and self-esteem have
also been found (e.g. Järvikoski, 1994; Kauppinen-Toropainen, 1987).
Self-esteem has been proposed to be an important factor in regulating work stress
(Epstein, 1983; French & Caplan, 1972; Kivimäki & Kalimo, 1996). Bandura (1991)
argued that self-efficacy (an equivalent of self-esteem) influences a person’s behaviour on
four main levels: cognition, affection, motivation and functioning. He argued (1992) that
self-efficacy does not influence reactively one’s emotional reactions.
In this study mental state (motivation, mental strain) was expected to represent a
person’s emotional state; self-esteem and willingness to develop working conditions were
assumed to be cognitive factors. It was interesting to clarify in which way these factors
were linked with each other; whether the variables were loaded on the same or on different factors. It was supposed that the variables were possibly loaded on different factors,
because they represented such different personal functions. A special meaning to the
findings from the aspect of generalisation was given by the fact that the data consisted of
separate organisations.
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Perceived Working Environment and Worker’s Health
The developers of the JDS (Turner & Lawrence, 1965) hypothesised (see the previous
discussion) that environmental factors like job characteristics influence a person’s health.
The critics of the theory (e.g. Fried & Ferris, 1987) have presented - according to the
theory of Social Information Processing (SIP) - that there are contextual factors such as
social cues, which influence the interpretation of job characteristics. Also the role of
individual factors has been considered (Levin & Stokes, 1989; Schaubroeck et al., 1996).
One target of the study was to try to verify the original assumptions of the developers. An opportunity to this was offered by using data from which the effect of special
contextual and individual factors could be eliminated. It was hypothesised that work characteristics influence one’s health independent of the factors mentioned. In the case of
discovery of the expected interrelationships the meaning of job characteristics to a
worker’s health could be evaluated in a new light.
Interrelationship between social integration (and social support) and health effects
has been found in many studies (e.g. Cohen & Wills, 1985; House, 1981; Kalimo, 1980;
Karasek et al., 1982; Karasek & Theorell, 1990; Vahtera, 1993). Assumptions of the
influence of different kind of social support on work stress have been made (Karasek et
al., 1982).
The aim of this study was to clarify interrelationships between organisational functioning (see the previous discussion) and a worker’s health indicated by sick days. In this
study interrelationships were studied in data based on the averages of given evaluations.
Many authors (e.g. Bednar et al., 1989; Rosenberg, 1962) have presented that
self-esteem is closely related to psychological difficulties. Kalimo & Toppinen (1993)
found that experienced health status was best explained by self-esteem. Bandura (e.g.
1986, 1996) assumed that self-efficacy was a central factor regulating human behaviour.
Saari & Majander (1985) were also convinced of the central regulative role of self- esteem in human behaviour and presented that low self-esteem was connected with high
stress experience. Assumptions have also been made about the regulatory role of stress
level in the perception of stress (e.g. Karasek et al., 1982).
One of the targets in this study was to clarify interrelationships between the individual factors of mental state (motivation, mental strain), self-esteem and a person’s
health measured by sick days. The presumption was that self-esteem would be connected
with a person’s health indicated by sick days. The possible findings would support the
earlier assumptions about the role of self-esteem in a worker’s health. The result could,
possibly, also be used for interpreting the mechanism of the influence of the working
environment on personal health on a general level.
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Problems

On the basis of previous discussion the following main questions posed were:
1)

Is the Job Diagnostic Survey a valid and reliable method for measuring
structural job characteristics? (page 3)

2)

Is the EZ method a valid and reliable measure for assessing the mental work
load caused by the structural job characteristics (page 7)

3)

How can organisations develop their working conditions by themselves without
outside expertise? (page 10)

4)

What kind of relationships can be found between work environmental and
individual factors which are independent of an individual’s perception and the
impact of the organisation, and how do these work? (page 13)

5)

What kind of interrelationships between the working environment, individual
factors and health can be found? (page 18)

2. Methods
Target Organisations

T

he aim of the study was to find out whether the Finnish versions of the JDS and
the EZ are reliable methods for measuring the impact of the core characteristics
of work on mental well-being. One of the most interesting questions was to study
how an organisation can develop its working conditions without outside expertise. It was also clarified how organisational functioning and job characteristics influence
mental well-being and what the role of individual factors is in perceiving the working
environment. (figure 1).
The target organisations consisted of 15 workplaces in the public sector. Three
main groups were formed of them: the development group (seven organisations), the
comparison group one (five organisations) and the comparison group two (three organisations), table 1.
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The composition and the size of the groups varied somewhat according to the research
problems (table 2).
The development (K1-K7) and the comparison group one (V1-V5) consisted of
regional workplaces of Posts and Telecommunications of Finland and the workplaces of
Occupational Safety and Health Administration. The comparison group two (V6-V8) was
formed by the regional workplaces of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration. The material consisted of both cross-sectional and longitudinal data.

The Main Statistical Methods
The consistency of the scales (α)1 of the JDS (e.g. Hackman & Lawler, 1971) and EZ
(e.g. Nitsch, 1971) methods was studied in all the groups and in all the measurements
(table 1 and table 2). The reliability of the EZ scales was studied both in the morning (α1)
and in the evening measurements (α2). The factor structure of the JDS method was studied by exploratory factor analysis (e) in the two groups of organisations, which consisted
1) of the development group (K1-K7) and the comparison group one (V1-V5), and 2) the
comparison group two (V6-V8). The study was carried out using the cross-sectional data
of the first measurement. The factor structure of the JDS method was examined by confirmatory factor analysis (k) in the group of organisations which consisted of the development group one (K1-K7) and the comparison group one (V1-V5). The study was carried out by both cross-sectional and longitudinal data and in all three measurements.
The stability of the factor structure (rt) of the JDS was studied in the development
group (K1-K7) and in the comparison group one (V1-V5) in all the three measurements
by longitudinal data. The linear explanation power of the items (R2) of the JDS was studied in the group of organisations of the development group (K1-K7) and the comparison
group one (V1-V5) by cross-sectional data in all the three measurements.
The factor structure of the EZ method on the two highest levels of hierarchy was
studied by the confirmatory factor analysis (Lisrel) in the group of all the organisations:
the development group (K1-K7), the comparison group one (V1-V5) and the comparison
group two (V6-V8) based on cross-sectional data in all the three measurements. The
analysis was made on the basis of both the data of the morning (k1) and the evening
measurements (k2). By longitudinal data the factor structure of the method was studied in
the group of organisations which consisted of the development group (K1-K7) and the
comparison group one (V1-V5). The analyses were made on the basis of the morning
measurements (k1) only, but in all the three measurements.
The linear explanation power (R22) of the EZ method was studied in the group of
the development group (K1-K7) and the comparison group one (V1-V5) by both cross-

1

For the explanation of symbols, please, see table 2
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sectional and longitudinal data. The material consisted of both the morning and the evening measurements.
The stability of the factor structure of the EZ method was studied by the test-retest
correlation coefficients (rt) in the comparison group one (V1-V5) in the longitudinal data
only.
The changes of job satisfaction (O) were studied by the multiple analysis of variance of repeated measures, MANOVA (m) both in the development (K1-K3) and the
comparison group one (V1-V5) in all the three measurements in the longitudinal data.
The changes in the ability to act (a) were studied in all the groups by the longitudinal data
during the follow-up period; MANOVA was used as a method.
The changes of the organisational functioning (W) were studied by MANOVA (m)
in the development group (K1-K3) in all the three measurements by the longitudinal data.
The changes of mental well-being (EZ; motivation, mental strain) were studied by
MANOVA (m) in the development group (K1-K3), the comparison group one (V1-V5)
and the comparison group two (V6-V8) by the longitudinal data. The changes were
measured by three measurements in the development group and the comparison group one
and by two measurements in the comparison group two.
In the development group (K1-K7) the interrelationships between the job characteristics (J), mental well-being (E), organisational functioning (W) and self-esteem (R)
were studied by the exploratory (e) factor analysis in the cross-sectional data (first measurement). The found factor structure was confirmed by the confirmatory factor analysis
(k) in the development group (K1-K7) in the cross-sectional data (first measurement).
The effects of the job characteristics (J) and the organisational functioning (W) on
mental well-being (E) were studied by the path analysis of latent variables (l) in the development group (K1-K7) in the cross-sectional data (first measurement). The effects of
the organisational functioning and the job characteristics on mental well-being and selfesteem were studied by the path analysis of observed variables (o) in the development
group (K1-K7) in the cross-sectional data. This was also the case in studying the mediating role of job satisfaction between organisational functioning and mental state.
The
effects of the organisational functioning (W) on sick absenteeism (s) were studied by
regression analysis (g) in the development group (K1-K3) in the cross-sectional data.
The changes of sick absenteeism (s) were studied by the t-tests (t) in the development (K1-K3) and the comparison group one (V1-V5) in the longitudinal data.
The differences as to background variables (b) were studied by the chi square tests
(χ2) in the development group (K1-K7) and in the group consisting of both the development (K1-K7) and the comparison group one (V1-V5) in the cross-sectional data. In the
longitudinal data the corresponding differences were studied in the comparison group two
(V6-V8).
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The differences of the partial groups (”little” < mean; ”much” > mean) of the independent
variables (the organisational functioning, the job characteristics and the individual factors) were studied in relation to the dependent variables (mental strain, sick absenteeism)
in the development (K1-K7), in the comparison group one (V1-V5) and in the group
which included both the groups by the cross-sectional data. The method used was the oneway analysis of variance (v). The measurement was based on the data of the first measurement.

Measures
All the measures were included in the same material distributed to the respondents to be
filled in. Except the first measurement of the comparison group two (V6-V8), the material
was delivered by post.
In the first article (Study I, originally published 1994) The reliability of the Job
Diagnostic Survey (JDS) in evaluating the core traits of work the reliability of the method
was studied. The core characteristics of work were measured by the Finnish versions of
the Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) method (figure 2). The study was carried out by three
measurements in the development group (K1-K7) and the comparison group one (V1-V5)
during about one year. There were only two measurements in the comparison group two
(V6-V8). The time between the measurements was about half a year, except for the comparison group two, in which the interval was about one year. This arrangement made it
possible to examine the reliability of the factor structure and the scales in the different
measurements.
The second article (Study II, originally published 1995) The EZ (Eigenzustand)
method as an assessment instrument of work load: Evaluating the validity and the reliability of the method concerned the properties of the EZ method (figure 3). The mental
well-being of the workers was measured by the Finnish version of the EZ (Eigenzustand)
method with 39 items. This version of the method, as well as the one of the JDS, was
constructed by the Laboratory of Work Psychology and Leadership at Helsinki University
of Technology.
The respondents filled in the items both at the beginning and at the end of the work
day. The measurements were made three times during one year both in the development
(K1-K7) and in the comparison group one (V1-V5) and two times in the comparison
group two (V6-V8); the intervals between the measurements in the different groups were
the same as described above. By this arrangement it was possible to compare the results
of the morning and the evening measurements with each other. It was also possible to
study the factor structure of the method and its stability in the different measurements.
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The third article (Study III, originally published 1996) Organisational self-improvement
and mental work load dealt with the changes of the organisational functioning and mental
well-being as well as the preconditions for the self-conducted organisational development.
The organisational functioning was measured by the author’s six items with six-classes:
co-operation between the supervisors and the subordinates, collaboration between the
workers, functioning of occupational safety and health staff and occupational health
care, participation and willingness to develop working conditions. In addition there was
room for the respondent’s comments at the end of every item.
Mental work load (mental well-being) was measured by the EZ method. The measurements were made three times during the follow-up period in the development group of
the seven organisations (K1-K7); however, the development of only three of the
organisations (K1-K3) could be followed.
The arrangement made it possible to compare the changes of mental well-being
(motivation, mental strain) and in this connection also the changes of the ability to act
during the follow-up period. It was also possible to study the changes of job satisfaction
and self-esteem. Job satisfaction was measured by M. Ojanen’s question (Ojanen, 1988).
The method with one item was constructed of the vertical line scaled from 1 to 100 with
the spots of assessment at every 20th points. In connection with the spots there were instructions for the assessment. Self-esteem was evaluated by the Rosenberg self-esteem
(sum)scale (Rosenberg, 1979) consisting of 10 four-class items, half of which were
scaled in the opposite order.
The preconditions for self-conducted organisational development in the development organisations (K1-K3) were studied via the amount, the distribution and the content
of the developmental acts during the follow-up time. The self-reports of the development
groups were also evaluated. The data was collected by the author’s questions.
The fourth article (Study IV, originally published 1997) A well functioning organisation and properly demanding work increase motivation, decrease mental strain
and improve self-esteem concerned the effects between the organisational functioning, the
core characteristics of work and mental well-being as well as the interrelationships between mental well-being and the other individual factors. The organisational functioning
was measured by the author’s questions, the core characteristics of job by the JDS
method and mental well-being by the EZ method. The interrelationships between organisational functioning, the job characteristics and sick absenteeism were studied as well as
the changes in sick absenteeism during the follow-up time (one year). Sick absenteeism
was measured by the author’s questions.
In addition to the articles mentioned above, some Supplementary Studies were
carried out at the beginning of the year 1998 for answering some questions left open. The
supplementary studies dealt with the interrelationships between the job characteristics,
organisational functioning and individual factors as well as the interrelationships between
the individual factors.
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One target of the studies was to clarify how the individual factors and the perception of
job characteristics were interrelated; whether the core characteristics of work and the
individual factors (self-esteem, willingness to develop working conditions) formed a twofactor structure and whether they had impacts on each other. The study was carried out by
the confirmatory factor analysis and path analysis by Lisrel. The core characteristics of
work were measured by the JDS method, self-esteem by the Rosenberg self-esteem scale
and the willingness to develop working conditions by the author’s question.
Secondly, the impacts of the single items (self-esteem, willingness to develop
working conditions, Skill Variety, Task Significance and Feedback From Job) of the
possible two factors (described above) on each other were clarified. The study was carried out by the path analysis with observed variables (Lisrel).
The third study clarified the interrelationships between the organisational functioning, job satisfaction, the willingness to develop working conditions and mental strain. The
study was carried out to answer the question whether there were intermediary factors
between the organisational functioning and the perception of mental strain. Of special
interest was the role of job satisfaction in this process. Job satisfaction was measured by
M. Ojanen’s (1988) method and mental strain by the EZ method (Kostama et al., 1992;
Nitsch, 1971). The statistical method used was the path analysis with observed variables
(Lisrel).
The aim of the fourth study was to clarify the interrelationships between the individual factors (motivation, mental strain, willingness to develop working conditions and
self-esteem); whether the items were loaded on the same or different factors. The question
was of interest, because the individual factors included both affective and cognitive elements of varying amounts. The method used was the confirmatory factor analysis by Lisrel.

Procedures
The data was collected staggered in three phases in 1989-1990, so that the interval between the first and the last measurement was about one year (table 3). In the development
group (K1-K7) and in the comparison group one (V1-V5) there was also one measurement in the middle of the period so that the time between the measurements was about
half a year. In the development (K1-K7) and the comparison group one (V1-V5) the
material was collected by sending all the material by post to the respondents at the same
time. In the comparison group two (V6-V8) the material of the first measurement was
collected in the actual workplaces and the material of the second measurement by post.
The respondents were allowed to send the questionnaires anonymously and directly to
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the researcher. Anonymity was considered to be important for the reliability of the replies.
The number of the respondents (table 1) varied according to the procedures (table 2).
The preparations of the research project were made carefully. There were negotiations with the top management and the supervisors as well as with the elected officials
of the workers. Information events were also arranged, where the whole personnel were
informed about the project. In these occasions the personnel could ask the researcher (the
author) about the interesting things concerning the project. Thus the acceptance of the
workers was achieved, which was considered to be important for the successful implementation of the enterprise. In connection with the negotiations the researcher emphasised
that the type of the development process could be freely chosen by the organisation. He
also mentioned that it is usual, however, to establish a development group for the work.
All the organisations established a development group. In this connection it was also
agreed that one person in the organisation would be elected as a contact person between
the organisation and the researcher. The role of the contact-person was, among other
things, to receive and to give feedback about the development process of the organisation.
The task of the development organisations (K1-K7) was to try to develop their
working conditions in their own way during the follow-up period (one year). The perception of the organisational functioning, the job characteristics and mental well-being was
measured three times during one year. After each measurement (within two weeks) the
researcher gave feedback to each one of the three development organisations (via the
contact person) about the functioning of the organisation. The development groups of the
organisations gave reports (via the contact person) to the researcher about the development functions by filling in a special questionnaire at the end of every month. At the end
of the follow-up period the organisations (the development groups) gave their assessment
about the suitability of the method for the organisational development in their organisation.
The verbal replies to the items of organisational functioning were scored according to a special classification. This was constructed by the principles of assessment based
on the researcher’s and the assisting person’s evaluation of the responses; the agreement
of over 90% of the independent evaluations was achieved. The developmental functions
of the organisations were scored according to their content.

Statistical Methods
The principal statistical methods in the structural studies (the confirmatory factor analysis) and studies of the effects (path analyses) were based on the linear structural equation
models (Lisrel) by Jöreskog & Sörbom (1986; 1993a,b); the method of weighted least
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squares was applied. The changes were studied by the multiple analysis of variance of
repeated measures (MANOVA) with the appropriate t-tests (Korhonen, 1989). The differences between the groups were measured by the one-way analysis of variance and the
chi-square tests. SAS (v.6.03 & 6.04) and Survo (v. 4.23 & 4.27) were used as the main
computer-programs (Mannfors et al., 1988; Mustonen, 1992)

Cross-Sectional Data
The reliability of the JDS and EZ methods was studied by Cronbach’s alpha coefficients
(Cronbach, 1965), the squared multiple correlation and the exploratory and the confirmatory factor analyses (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1986; 1993a,b). The differences as for the
background variables were studied by the chi square tests and the differences between the
groups as to the core characteristics of work by the one-way analysis of variance.
The differences between the partial groups of the organisational functioning, the
core job characteristics and the individual factors as to mental strain and sick absenteeism
were studied by the one-way analysis of variance (Korhonen, 1989).
The effects between the organisational functioning, the job characteristics and the
individual factors were studied by the path analyses of latent and observed variables and
the regression analysis (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1986; 1993a,b). The effects of the organisational functioning and the core job characteristics on sick absenteeism were studied by the
regression analysis (Mustonen, 1992).

Longitudinal Data
The reliability of the JDS and the EZ methods was studied by Cronbach’s alpha coefficients, squared multiple correlation, correlations between the factors in the different
measurements and the confirmatory factor analysis. The changes of the organisational
functioning, mental well being (ability to act) and job satisfaction were studied by the
multiple analysis of variance of repeated measures (MANOVA) and the t-tests of dependent observations. The changes in sick absenteeism were studied by t-tests of dependent
variables (table 2).

3. Results
Reliability and Validity of the Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS)

T

he Job Diagnostic Survey was shown to be a valid and reliable method in this
data. The results confirmed the expected factor structure and the reliability of job
characteristic dimensions. The factor and path analyses revealed that the perception of job characteristics differed from that of organisational functioning, mental well being and the Sense of Competence for Development . The factor structure
seemed to be fairly stable in the different measurements (high correlations between the
factors were found).

Reliability and Validity of the EZ (Eigenzustand) Method
The EZ method was shown to be a valid and reliable measure of short-term mental work
load. The factor structure developed by Nitsch (1971) was verified by the confirmatory
factor analysis. The reliability of the dimensions was fairly high. The factor structure
seemed to be stable in the different measurements during the follow-up (1 year).

Preconditions for Successful Organisational Self-Improvement
Changes could be shown in organisational functioning, in organisational development, in
the ability to act and in sick absenteeism (table 4).
The factors in connection with successful self-conducted organisational development were related to:
- the foreman’s role (motivation, ability to organise, leadership, responsibility)
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- the role of the development group (flexible composition and the way of functioning,
well-appointed, active)
- the size and location of the organisation (the best was a small one at one location)
- the organisational status of the change process (moderate rate of change)
- the development method (the superiority of the used method vs. learning by expanding
concerning the ability to act).
- the organisational functioning: increased co-operation between the supervisors and the
subordinates and the collaboration between the workers were related to the increased
number, content and distribution of the reported actions.

The Interrelationships Between Organisational
Characteristics and Mental Well-Being

Functioning,

Job

Organisational Functioning and Mental Well-Being
Organisational functioning was related to mental well-being (motivation & mental
strain), when measured by co-operation between supervisors and subordinates, collaboration between workers, functioning of occupational safety and health staff and the possibilities of participation. Increased organisational functioning contributed to increased
mental well-being, and vice versa (figure 4).
When the workers perceived that the co-operation between the supervisors and
subordinates, the collaboration between the workers and the occupational safety and
health staff were functioning well, they felt mentally better than in the opposite case. The
situation was the same as to the possibilities of organisational participation.
Job satisfaction was in connection with mental strain and ability to act. Cooperation between supervisors and sub-ordinates was connected with job satisfaction.
Participation was in connection with the co-operation between supervisors and
sub-ordinates as well as the functioning of occupational safety and health staff.
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Job satisfaction was also related to the willingness to develop working conditions, which
in turn was in connection with self-esteem. Mental strain, which was in connection with
job satisfaction, Task Identity, Autonomy and motivation (EZ), was also connected with
self-esteem (figures 4 and 5).
Increased co-operation between the supervisors and the subordinates - which was
due to increased possibilities of participation (via increased functioning of occupational
safety and health staff) - increased job satisfaction, and vice versa. Also increased willingness to develop working conditions increased job satisfaction, and vice versa.
When the workers felt that the co-operation between the supervisors and the subordinates was better, they were also more satisfied with their job than in the opposite case.
This perception was supported by the notion that the occupational safety and health staff
was functioning well; this feeling in turn was affected by the workers’ evaluation that they
had greater possibilities of participation. - When the workers were more willing to develop working conditions, they were also more satisfied with their job than in the opposite
case.
When the workers’ job satisfaction increased, their mental strain decreased and
their ability to act increased, and vice versa. When the workers were more satisfied with
the job, they felt mentally less strained and more capable to act than in the opposite case.
When the workers’ mental strain was lower, their self-esteem was higher, and vice
versa. When the workers felt mentally less strained, they esteemed themselves higher than
in the opposite case.
When the workers’ self-esteem was higher, their willingness to develop the working conditions was greater, and vice versa. When the workers esteemed themselves
higher, they also wanted to develop the working conditions more than in the opposite
case.

Job Characteristics and Mental Well-Being
The job demands and job control (Skill Variety, Task Significance and Autonomy) were
related to the mental well-being (motivation and mental strain), figure 4. The suitable job
demands and control increased mental well-being, and vice versa. When the workers had
greater opportunities to use their skills (the job content was ”rich”), when - in their mind the job was socially more significant and when they felt that there was more Autonomy in
their job, their mental well-being was better than in the opposite case.
Task Identity and Autonomy were connected with mental strain. Increased Task
Identity and Autonomy were connected with decreased mental strain; the latter decreased
mental strain via willingness to develop the working conditions (figure 5). When the
workers perceived that their tasks formed a perceptible whole and when they assessed that
there was enough autonomy in their job, they felt mentally less strained than in the
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opposite case. The perception of greater Autonomy increased willingness to develop the
working conditions and thus the ability to act, and vice versa.

The Role of Individual Factors in the Perception of Working Environment
The Job meaningfulness (Skill Variety, Task Significance and Feedback From Job) and
the Sense of Competence for Development (self-esteem and willingness to develop working conditions) formed a structural relationship (figure 6).
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Willingness to develop working conditions was in connection with Skill Variety and
Autonomy; increased willingness to develop working conditions increased Skill Variety
and Autonomy, and vice versa (figure 5). When the workers were more willing to develop
the working conditions, they also felt that they could use their skills more properly (the
”rich” work content) and that there was more Autonomy in the job than in the opposite
case.
Skill Variety was related both to Task Significance and Autonomy (figure 5).
Task Significance was related to Feedback From Job.
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Increased Skill Variety was in connection with increased Task Significance and Autonomy, and vice versa. Increased Task Significance was in connection with increased Feedback From Job, and vice versa. When the workers felt that they could use their skills more
properly in the job, the work was - in their mind - also socially more significant and there
was more Autonomy in their job than in the opposite case. When the workers felt that
their job was socially more significant, they also assessed to get more feedback from the
job than in the opposite case.
Self-esteem was in connection with organisational functioning, when the organisational functioning consisted of willingness to develop working conditions, collaboration
between the workers and participation. The increase of self-esteem was in connection
with increased willingness to develop working conditions, collaboration between the
workers and participation, and vice versa (figure 7). When the workers esteemed themselves higher, they were more willing to develop working conditions; they assessed that
the collaboration between the workers was better and that they had better possibilities of
participation, and vice versa.

Relationships Between Individual Factors
Self-esteem was connected with willingness to develop the working conditions; increased
self-esteem was in connection with increased willingness to develop the working conditions, and vice versa (figures 5 & 7) . When the workers esteemed themselves higher, they
also wanted to develop more the working conditions than in the opposite case.
Increased willingness to develop the working conditions was in connection with
decreased mental strain, and vice versa. Decreased mental strain was in connection with a
higher self-esteem, and vice versa (figure 5). When the workers wanted to develop the
working conditions, they felt mentally less strained, and they esteemed themselves higher
than in the opposite case.
Emotional motivation and mental strain were related to each other (figure 8); increased (emotional) motivation was in connection with decreased mental strain, and vice
versa; decreased mental strain was connected with increased emotional motivation. When
the workers felt more motivated (emotionally), they felt mentally less strained, and vice
versa.
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Working Environment, Individual Factors, and Health
Increased collaboration between the workers was in relation with a lower rate of reported sick absenteeism in an organisation (figure 9). When the workers assessed that
collaboration between the workers was better, they reported less sick days (in an organisation) than in the opposite case.
Skill Variety, Task Significance and self-esteem were connected with sick absenteeism. Self-esteem and Skill Variety were in connection with the number of sick days per
organisation (figure 9). When the workers esteemed themselves higher and when they
perceived that they could use their skills more widely in the job, they reported less sick
days (in an organisation) than in the opposite case.
Task significance was connected with the number of sick days and the duration of
the sick absenteeism period per worker (figure 9). When the workers assessed that their
job was socially more significant, they reported less sick days and a shorter duration of
the sick absenteeism period (per worker) than in the opposite case.

Article 1. The Reliability of the Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) in Evaluating the Core Traits of Work

Targets, Materials and Methods
Due to a bit contradictory results of the earlier studies on the reliability of the Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS), the aim of the study was to clarify the reliability and validity of the
method in the Finnish data (figure 2). The purpose was to verify the theoretical factor
structure and to clarify its stability, and to clarify the reliability of the scales. The underlying theoretical Job Characteristics Model (JCM) was also the target of the study (Turner
& Lawrence, 1965).
The target groups consisted of 15 public sector organisations representing the
regional organisations of Posts and Telecommunications of Finland, and the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (N=367-506), table 1.
Some of the organisations formed the development group of seven organisations
(K1-K7; n= 93-131); the comparison group (one) consisted of five organisations (V1-V5;
n=72-123). There was also another comparison group (two) of three organisations (V6V8; n=72-80). The data consisted of both the cross sectional (whole) data (n=184-326)
and the longitudinal data (n=111-159). The two Finnish versions of JDS were applied by
the Laboratory of Work Psychology and Leadership, Helsinki University of Technology
(Vartiainen, 1989). The older version was used in the comparison group two.
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The principal statistical methods consisted of the explorative and the confirmatory factor
analyses, Cronbach´s alpha (Cronbach, 1965), and correlation coefficients. In the explorative factor analyses (varimax -solution) the maximum likelihood method was applied.
Survo 84 C (v. 4.23) was used as a computer program (Mustonen, 1992). The data manipulations and the confirmatory factor analyses were carried out by the Prelis 2.0 and
Lisrel 8.03 computer programs (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1986, 1993a,b). The Cronbach’s
alpha coefficients were estimated by the SAS 6.03 program (Mannfors et al., 1988).

Reliability of the Scales
The reliability of the scales was moderate and comparable with the earlier results. The
consistency of the answers was measured by the Cronbach’s alpha coefficients in the
whole and in the longitudinal data. The alpha coefficients varied between 0.54 and 0.90 in
the whole and the longitudinal data, in the different groups and the different measurements (1-3). The explanation power of the items (reliability) was fairly high; the average
explanation degree (R2) varied between 0.58 and 0.61 in the different measurements in
the whole data.

Reliability of the Factor Structure
The factor structure received by the newer version of the method was the expected one;
the five factor solution was received. The permanence of the structure was fairly good.
Because the most international studies on the factor structure of the method were
made by the exploratory factor analysis, the method was also used here for the reason of
comparability. In the development group (K1-K7) and in the comparison group (V1-V5)
one of the items was loaded on the five expected factors. Two items measuring Autonomy
were also loaded on other dimensions. The explanation degree was 52.6% by the maximum likelihood method and 68.7% by the principal axis solution. A four factor solution
was received by using the older version of the method in the comparison group two (V6V8); the explanation degree was 58.5% by the maximum likelihood method and 68.8 %
by the principal axis solution.
The theoretical, statistically significant factor structure models could be shown by
the confirmatory factor analyses in the three successive measurements in the whole (n* =
165-254) and in the longitudinal data (n* =108-110); in these analyses all the basic items
of the dimensions were loaded on their own factors. P-values for Chi-squares of the models varied between 0.07 and 0.12 and the root mean residuals between 0.07 and 0.12
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in the whole data. The models were not quite exact, however; the items of the other factors were also loaded on each factor. The factors were expected to correlate with each
other and so they did; the correlations varied between -0.04 and 0.83 (average: 0.27-0.66;
standard error 0.05-0,06).
The constancy of the factor structure was studied with dependent observations in
the long run. The target group consisted of the comparison group one (V1-V5) organisations (n=56); there was not any other special development work going on in these organisations during the follow-up period (1 year). The factor structure was fairly stable and the
correlations between the factors even in some cases exceeded the international comparison values.

Evaluation of the Job Characteristics Model (JCM)
The Job Characteristics Model (JCM) was evaluated by comparing the core job characteristics and the Work Motivation Potential (WMP) scores with inner job motivation and
”growth” satisfaction in the longitudinal data. The expected correlations between the
variables were got in all the measurements, although not all of them were statistically
significant. In the comparison group two (V6-V8) nearly all the correlations were statistically significant.

Article 2. The EZ (Eigenzustand) Method as an Assessment Instrument of
Work load: Evaluating the Validity and Reliability of the Method

Targets, Materials and Methods
The factor structure of the EZ method was verified by Nitsch (e.g. 1971) in the 1970s
using a factor analysis application called the Bistran analysis (figure 3). The theoretical
factor structure was not, however, verified by the confirmatory factor analysis earlier. A
Finnish version of the method with 39 items was developed by the Laboratory of Work
Psychology and Leadership, Helsinki University of Technology. The reliability of the
version was shown to be fairly high, but there was little evidence of the stability of the
method.
The aim of the study was to evaluate the reliability and the validity of the method.
The Finnish version of the method with 39 items was used (Järvenpää, 1991; Kostama et
al., 1992). The material consisted of 15 blue-collar worker organisations (N=184-326,
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table 1). The data consisted of the cross-sectional (whole data, n* =165-254) and the longitudinal data (n=111). The target groups in both data consisted of the development group
and the comparison groups 1-2. During one year 2-3 measurements were made; the intervals between the measurements were 6-12 months.
The stability of the factor structure of the method was studied by the confirmatory
factor analyses in the different measurements both in the cross sectional and the longitudinal data. The confirmatory factor analyses were made concerning the factor structure of
the highest level of the model (motivation, mental strain) in three successive (morning and
evening) measurements in the whole data (n*=180-279); the corresponding measurements
in the longitudinal data were made in the group which consisted of the development and
the comparison group one organisations (n*=106-111). The confirmatory factor analyses
concerning the middle level of the model (activation, efficiency, tension, ability to act)
were only made in the whole data in three successive evening measurements. The correlations of the scales between the measurements were studied in the comparison group one
(V1-V5) in the longitudinal data. The Pearson’s correlation coefficients were used as a
method.

Reliability of the Scales
The reliability of the scales was fairly high. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients, which
measured the consistency of the scales, varied in the different groups and measurements
between 0.54 and 0.96 (average 0.83-0.88). The reliability indices (R2) of the linear explanation power of the scales varied between 0.21 and 0.96 (average 0.64 - 0.71)

Reliability of the Factor Structure
The expected factor structure could be shown on the highest (motivation, mental strain)
and on the middle (activation, efficiency, tension, ability to act) hierarchical levels of the
model. The topmost general concept of ”mental state” could not be verified in this study.
The stability of the factor structure was fairly high.
As a result of the confirmatory factor analyses it could be shown that the factor
structure of the EZ method resembles the expected one on the highest and on the middle
hierarchical levels of the model; the expected items were loaded on each factor. For the
highest level, the P values of the chi square test (P) varied in the different measurements
between 0.02 and 0.16; the goodness of fit indices (GFI) varied between 0.98 and 1.00
and the standardised root mean square residuals (RMR) between 0.04 and 0.11. The
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corresponding values for the middle level were (P) 0.03 - 0.22; (GFI) 0.990 - 0.996 and
(RMR) 0.04 - 0.06.
The correlation coefficients of the items between the different measurements
(n=56) varied from 0.51 to 0.73 on the highest level, from 0.41 to 0.76 on the middle
level, and from 0.28 to 0.72 on the lowest level of the model. The correlations were statistically significant (p<0.01), except the correlations of the item sleepiness, which was
statistically almost significant (p<0.05).

Statistical Analyses
The weighted least squares were used as a statistical method in the confirmatory factor
analyses. The data manipulations and the confirmatory factor analyses were made by
using the Prelis 2.03 and Lisrel 8.03 programs (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1986, 1993a,b); the
alpha coefficients were estimated using the SAS program (v. 6.03) (Mannfors et al.,
1988).

Article 3. Organisational Self-Improvement and Mental Work Load

Targets, Materials and Methods
In this study, functioning was seen as one of the typical features of a healthy organisation.
The concept was defined as willingness to develop working conditions, co-operation
between supervisors and subordinates, collaboration between workers, functioning of
occupational safety and health staff and occupational health care and possibilities of participation.
Many organisations use outside experts as an aid in the development process. The
underlying (unwritten) presumption in this study was that functioning (healthy) organisations can develop their working conditions themselves by the given (simple problem solving) method. The goal of the study was to find out how organisations can develop their
working conditions without outside expertise, and whether the development process influences the mental well-being (work load) of the members of the organisations.
The longitudinal data material consisted of 11 organisations of the regional administration of Posts and Telecommunications of Finland and the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (table 1). Three of the organisations were development organisations, where special development processes on the author’s initiative were going on. In
one of the organisations (K1), the permanent foreman was missing because of
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illness. The development process was arranged by a group led by the safety representative. The group was elected by the personnel and consisted of officials.
In another development organisation (K2) there was a motivated and efficient
foreman, who was able to arrange the work of the development group. The foreman was
leading the group, another permanent member was the vice foreman and the other members varied according to the matters to be handled.
The third development organisation (K3) was led by the safety manager of the
workplace. The employer had chosen the members of the group, who were officials. This
workplace had organisational changes in front of it.
Five organisations (V1-V5) formed the comparison group one, where no special
development processes were going on. The comparison group two consisted of three
organisations (V6-V8), where development processes were going on by the method of
learning by expanding (Engeström, 1987).
The organisations were followed for one year; 2 - 3 measurements were made to
evaluate the functioning of the organisations and the workers’ mental well-being. Mental
well-being was measured twice per day (at the beginning and at the end of the work day).
The organisational functioning was assessed by six questions made by the author concerning the co-operation between the supervisors and the subordinates; the collaboration between the workers, the functioning of occupational safety and health staff and
occupational health care, the possibilities of participation and willingness to develop the
working conditions. Improvement of job satisfaction was measured by the method developed by Ojanen (1988). The changes in mental well-being (work load) were measured by
the 39-item Finnish version of the EZ (Eigenzustand) method (e.g. Kostama et al., 1992).
The multivariate analysis of variance of repeated measures (MANOVA) was used
as a statistical method for evaluating the changes in organisational functioning and mental
well-being during the follow-up period (1 year). T-tests (Hotelling T2) for dependent
observations were also used (Korhonen, 1989). These methods were also used for studying the impacts of the perceptions of organisational functioning on mental well-being.
The differences between the organisations by the background variables (gender,
age, education, job experience) were studied by the chi-square tests and the MannWhitney test (Mustonen, 1992); the latter is purposed for the evaluation of small samples.
The relationships of the background variables with the organisational functioning
and mental well-being were studied by the chi-square tests (Mustonen, 1992). The differences between the organisations in organisational functioning and mental well-being were
studied in pairs by the T-tests (Tukey-Kramer) for independent observations (Korhonen,
1989).
The representativeness of the sample compared with the whole material was studied by the chi-square and the Wilcoxon tests; the latter one is purposed for the com-
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parison of the distribution of the observations in pairs. The Survo 84 C (v. 4.27) was used
as a main operating system (Mustonen, 1992).
The data did not differ from the main data (respondents and non-respondents) in
relation to background variables gender, age, education. Neither did the data differ from
the main data (respondents) as to gender, age, education and job experience.

Changes in Organisational Functioning
It could be shown that the organisational functioning improved according to some indicators in the development groups during the follow-up period (table 4). The results were,
however, a bit contradictory as to job satisfaction. By the exploratory factor analysis the
job satisfaction was loaded on the factor of functioning; so it could be used as an overall
measure of the perceived organisational functioning. The job satisfaction decreased in the
development groups and increased a bit in the comparison groups during the follow-up
period, although the changes were of no statistical significance.
In the development group (K1-K3) the workers’ willingness to develop the organisations by the method used decreased during the follow-up (1 year); especially this was
the case in the organisation (K1, n* =20-21 p<0.01) where the foreman was absent due to
sickness.
In the two organisations (K2, n*=8-9 and K3, n*=9) as a group, the workers assessed that the co-operation between the supervisor and the subordinates increased statistically almost significantly (p<0.05) between the second and the third measurement. In
one of the organisations (K2) the workers assessed that the co-operation between the
supervisor and the subordinates increased statistically significantly (p<0.01) during the
follow-up.
In one organisation (K2, n*=8-9) the workers perceived that the collaboration
among the workers increased during the follow-up period. The change was symptomatic
(p<0.1) between the measurements 1 and 3 and statistically significant (p<0.01) between
the measurements 2 and 3.
In the development group (K1-K3, n*=37-39) the workers assessed that the functioning of the occupational safety and health staff first decreased (between 1 and 2
measurements, p<0.1) and then increased symptomatically (between 2 and 3 measurements, p<0.1).
In the development group (K1-K3, n*=39-40) the workers assessed that the functioning of occupational health care increased statistically significantly (p<0.01) during the
follow-up period.
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No changes could be shown as to the possibilities of the participation in the development
organisations during the follow-up period.

Organisational Development
The fewest development functions were reported by the organisation K1. The second least
amount of development steps was reported by the organisation K3; the most functions
were reported by the organisation K2 (table 4).

Process Evaluations of the Development Groups
The development group of the organisation K1 reported that the method used was not
suitable. One of the organisations (K2) reported that it was suitable for organisational
development. The development group of the organisation K3 reported that the method
was worth developing (table 4).

Changes in Mental Well-Being (Work Load)
Changes in mental well-being were especially shown concerning the ability to act. The
general trend was that the ability to act increased in the development group (K1-K3),
remained unchanged in the comparison group one (V1-V5), and decreased in the comparison group two (V6-V8) (table 4).
In the development group (K1-K3, n*=38-39) the workers assessed that the ability
to act increased during the follow-up period. The changes were statistically almost significant (p<0.02) between the measurements 1 and 2 and between the first and the third
measurements (p<0.05). In the corresponding comparison group one (V1-V5, n*=54-56)
no changes were observed. In the comparison group two (V6-V8, n*=41-47) the workers
assessed that the ability to act decreased. The change was symptomatic (p<0.06).
In the development organisation K1 (n*=20-22) the workers assessed that the ability to act increased between the measurements one and two; the change was symptomatic
(p<0.06). In the corresponding control organisation (V1, n=13) no changes were perceived. In the development organisation K2 (n* =8-9) the workers perceived that the ability to act increased during the follow-up period (1 year); the change was symptomatic
(p<0.1). In the corresponding control organisation V3 (n=12) no changes were observed.
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in the development organisation K3 (n*=8-9) the workers perceived that the ability to act
increased between the measurements 1 and 2; the change was symptomatic (p<0.1). No
changes were perceived in the corresponding control organisations (V4, n*=8-9 and V5,
n=5).

Article 4. A Well-Functioning Organisation and Properly Demanding
Work Increase Motivation, Decrease Mental Strain, and Improve SelfEsteem

Targets, Materials and Methods
It could be shown in the previous studies (Study III, originally published 1996) that organisational functioning was in connection with the changes of the workers’ mental state
during the self-conducted organisational development process. This was especially true as
to the ability to act. Causal effects, however, could not be shown between the variables.
Neither were possible the mediatory psychological processes studied.
This study clarified the influences of organisational functioning and job characteristics on the workers’ mental well-being and the role of cognitive factors in this process.
The material consisted of the regional workplaces (12 altogether) of Posts and Telecommunications of Finland and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (table 1).
Both the development and the control organisations were the target groups. The material
consisted of both the longitudinal (three measurements, n=96) and cross-sectional (one
measurement, n=254) data.
The cross sectional data was used for studying the relationships between organisational functioning, job characteristics, mental well-being (motivation, mental strain) and
cognitions (self-esteem, willingness to develop the working conditions). The target groups
consisted of seven development organisations (K1-K7; n=131) and five control organisations (V1-V5; n=123). The relationships of sick absenteeism with self-esteem and job
characteristics were studied in the development organisations (7 cases, n=131), control
organisations (5 cases, n=123) and in the whole data (12 cases, n=254) as a group. The
changes in sick leaves during the follow-up time (1 year) were studied by the longitudinal
data. The target group consisted of three development organisations (K1-K3; n=40) and
five control organisations (V1-V5; n=56).
The JDS method was used for evaluating job characteristics and the EZ method for
evaluating mental well-being. Job satisfaction was measured by Ojanen’s job satisfaction
method (Ojanen, 1988). Organisational functioning and sick absenteeism were measured
by questions made by the author. Self-esteem was measured by Rosenberg’s
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self-esteem scale (Rosenberg, 1979). The consistency of the method was esteemed by the
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients (Cronbach, 1965), which varied between 0.80 and 0.90 .
The statistical methods consisted of correlation matrices, the analyses of variance
(ANOVA) by Korhonen (1988), the explorative and confirmatory factor analyses, path
analyses with latent and observed variables, regression analyses, and T2 -tests (table 2).
Survo 84 C (v. 4.27) was used as a basic program (Mustonen, 1992). Prelis 8.12 (W) was
used in the data manipulations and Lisrel 8.12 (W) was used in the path analyses (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1993a,b).

Connections Between Variables and a Preliminary Structural Analysis
The variables of organisational functioning, job characteristics, mental well-being and
individual factors correlated with each other nearly throughout the whole material. Five
measures were used in the exploratory factor analysis based on the correlations of the
variables. The organisational functioning, the job characteristics, the mental well-being,
the job satisfaction and the self-esteem were measured by these methods. In the measures
there were 15 items (questions) altogether.
As a result of the exploratory factor analysis the three factors were received: organisational functioning, job challenge and control and mental well-being. The explanation degree of the model was 39%; the factor of mental well-being accounted for the main
part of the total variance of the model (16%).

Confirmation of the Discovered Factors
The preliminary factor structure, received by the exploratory factor analysis, was confirmed by the confirmatory factor analysis (χ2 -value=35.31 with 24 df, P=0.06; GFI=0.97;
RMR=0.08). For the explanation of the symbols see figure 10.
The following items were loaded on the factor of organisational functioning: cooperation between the supervisors and the subordinates, co-operation between the workers, functioning of the occupational safety and health staff and participation.
The job characteristics: Skill Variety, Task Significance and Autonomy were
loaded on the factor of job challenge and control. The items of mental well-being, motivation and mental strain were loaded on the factor of mental state. The loadings of the
items were statistically very significant (p<0.001) varying between 0.46 and 0.90. The
correlations of the factors varied between 0.22 and 0.48. The reliability indices of the
linear explanation power of the items (R2) varied between 0.21 and 0.81 (mean 0.47).
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The Impacts of Organisational Functioning and Job Challenge and Control
on Mental State
When the workers assessed that the organisation was functioning better, they also felt
mentally better. The organisational functioning and the job challenge and control accounted for 25% of the mental well-being in the model, which was also the explanation
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degree of the model (figures 4 and 5). The used variables were the same as described
above. The model was discovered by the path analyses of latent variables (χ2 -value=40.86
with 24 df, P=0.02; GFI=0.96; RMR=0.09)

The Influence of Job Satisfaction, Job Control and Willingness to Develop
the Working Conditions on Mental Strain and Self-Esteem.
When the workers were satisfied with their job, they also perceived less mental strain.
The case was the same when they perceived that the job formed an understandable entity
and they had the possibility of control in the job.
Job satisfaction (measured by M. Ojanen’s question), Task Identity and Autonomy explained 64% of the ability to act (figure 5). The impact of Autonomy was mediated by the authormade item willingness to develop working conditions; Autonomy accounted for 22% of the variance of this item. The ability to act accounted for 11% of the
variance of self-esteem. This procedure was carried out by the path analyses of observed
variables (χ2 -value=5.26 with 7 df, P=0.63; GFI=0.99; RMR=0.06).
When the workers’ self-esteem was higher, they also perceived that the collaboration between the workers and the possibilities of participation were better than in the
opposite case. They were also more willing to develop working conditions by the method
used. These influences were shown in another path analysis of observed variables (figure
7). The workers’ self-esteem did not influence mental state (motivation or mental strain)
directly or the way of perceiving the job characteristics.

Changes in Sick Absenteeism
In the development group (K1-K3; n=40) the proportional sick absenteeism told by the
workers decreased between the second and the third measurements; the change was statistically almost significant (p<0.02). In the comparison group (V1-V5; n =56) the sick
absenteeism increased during the follow-up period; the increase between the first and the
second measurements was symptomatic (p<0.1), and respectively the change between the
second and the third measurement was statistically nearly significant (p<0.03).
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Connections of Sick Absenteeism with Job Characteristics and Individual
Factors.
The sick absenteeism given by the workers was in connection with their assessment of
the co-operation between the workers, Skill Variety, Task Significance and self-esteem
(figure 9).
When the workers perceived that the co-operation between the workers was better,
they had fewer sick days than in the opposite case. The co-operation between the workers
accounted for 14% of the number of sick days in the development organisations. The
method used was the regression analysis (p value for F-test: 0.06); the result was symptomatic.
When the workers perceived their job socially more significant, they had fewer
sick days than in the opposite case. This was true both as to the number of sick days per
worker in all the groups and as to the duration of sick period per worker in the comparison groups and in the whole data. The statistical significance of the differences between
the two partial groups ”the much” (>mean) and ”the little” (<mean) of a certain job characteristic varied between symptomatic (p<0.1) and very significant (p<0.001). When the
workers assessed that they could use their skills more in the job (Skill Variety), they had a
tendency to have fewer sick days than in the opposite case. This was the case as to the
number of sick days per organisation in the development group. The difference between
the two partial groups was symptomatic (p<0.1).
When the workers perceived that their self-esteem was higher, they had fewer sick
days than in the opposite case. This was true considering the number of sick days per
organisation in the development group and in the whole data. The differences between
”the much” and ”the little” partial groups were respectively statistically nearly significant
(p<0.05) and symptomatic (p<0.06).

Connections of Context Variables with Mental State, Job Characteristics,
Self-Esteem and Sick Absenteeism
In the younger groups (< 25 yrs. and 35-44 yrs.), the workers perceived their motivation
higher and mental strain lower than in the oldest age group (>55 yrs.). As to motivation,
the differences were respectively statistically significant (p<0.01) and almost significant
(p<0.05). As to mental strain, the differences were smaller than in motivation; the differences of both the groups compared with the oldest age group were symptomatic (p<0.1).
The workers’ basic educational level was in connection with their mental state.
Secondary school graduates perceived their motivation higher and mental strain lower
than those with a lower level of education. The differences in motivation and mental
strain were statistically significant (p<0.01) and respectively almost significant (p<0.05).
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Men considered their job more autonomous than women. The difference was statistically
very significant (p<0.001). The workers with occupational education perceived more
Autonomy in their job compared with those with the basic level of education. The statistical significance of differences varied between almost (p<0.05) and very significant
(p<0.001).
Age accounted for 9% of the variance of the personal sick absenteeism in the
whole data (n=254, n* =26); along with age the sick absenteeism increased, too. The used
statistical method was the regression analysis (p value for F-test: 0.042). The model was
statistically almost significant.

The Supplementary Studies
The need for supplementary studies arose partly on the basis of the author’s previous
studies, partly of the findings in the literature of the area. The previous studies gave some
information about single problems presented and studied. The findings gave the author
the impulse to link the single findings together and to collect more knowledge about the
interrelationships between the factors, especially about the role of individual factors in the
process. For example the previous studies gave little information about the interrelationships of the individual factors and the perceived job characteristics. The question was
important to clarifying the role of the underlying theory about the individual factors in the
perception of the job characteristics.
There also arose a question of the possible intermediary factors between organisational functioning and mental well-being on the basis of the previous studies. Especially interesting was the role of job satisfaction in this process.
Also the question about the interrelationships of the individual factors was left
open; of special interest was the question whether the so called cognitive and emotional
factors were loaded on the same or different factors. To answer these questions, it was
decided to carry out a few additional studies described below.

A Relationship Between Job Characteristics and Individual Factors
It could be shown that the cognitive factors (in the previous studies) and the perceived job
characteristics formed a factor structure of two factors (figure 6). The factors were, however, correlated with each other.
The material consisted of the cross-sectional data of the seven development organisations (K1-K7, n=131). The relationships between the job characteristics and the
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individual factors were studied by the confirmatory factor analyses. A factor structure
with two factors: the Job meaningfulness and the Sense of Competence for Development
was received. The factor of Job meaningfulness consisted of the items Skill Variety, Task
Significance and Feedback From Job. The items willingness to develop the working conditions and self-esteem formed the factor of Sense of Competence for Development (χ2 value=1.80 with 4 df, P=0.78; GFI=0.995; RMR=0.03).

The method used was the weighted least squares and the program Lisrel 8.12 a
(W). No statistically significant influences of the variables on each other could be shown
by the path analyses of latent variables (factors), figure 6.

B The Impact of Willingness to Develop Working Conditions on Job characteristics
When the workers felt greater willingness to develop the working conditions, they perceived that they could use their skills more properly (p<0.05) in the job, and that there
was also more Autonomy (p<0.05) in their job than in the opposite case (figure 10).
When the workers perceived that they could use their skills more properly, they
perceived that the job was socially more significant (Task Significance) (p<0.001) and
there was more Autonomy in their job (p<0.01).
When the workers assessed that the job was socially more significant, they perceived that they received more feedback from their job (p<0.01).
The interrelationships of the willingness to develop working conditions and the job
characteristics were studied by the path analyses of observed variables (figure 5). The
received model was statistically good enough (χ2 -value=1.808 with 5 df, P=0.88; GFI=0.985;
RMR=0.03) The used statistical method was weighted least squares. The material consisted
of the cross sectional data of the seven development organisations (K1-K7; n=131)

C Organisational Functioning, Job Satisfaction, Willingness to Develop
Working Conditions and Mental Strain
When the workers assessed that the co-operation between the supervisors and the subordinates was better and they were keener to develop the working conditions by the method
used, they were also more satisfied with their job, and vice versa (figure 11).
The impact of the organisational functioning and the willingness to develop working conditions on job satisfaction was studied by the path analysis of the observed variables. The influences of the variables on job satisfaction were respectively statistically
very (p<0.001) significant and almost significant (p<0.05). The fit of the model was
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perfect; chi square with 0 degrees of freedom was 1.00. The material consisted of the
cross sectional data of seven development organisations (K1-K7; n=131).
It was also found that when the workers’ job satisfaction was higher, their ability
to act was also higher, and vice versa. The impact of job satisfaction on mental well-being
was studied by the regression analysis. The material consisted of the cross-sectional data
of the three development organisations (K1-K3; n* =34). The influence was statistically
very significant (P value for F-test <0.001) with t-value 4.50 and the standardised regression coefficient 0.62. The explanation degree of the model (R2 =0.387) was 39% (figure
5).
The relationships of the job satisfaction and mental strain were studied by the path
analyses with observed variables (χ2 -value=0.73-0.00 with df=0.73-0.00; P=0.39-1.00; GFI=0.9981.00; RMR=max: 0.04), figure 8. The material consisted of the cross sectional data of the
seven development organisations (n=131) (figure 8).
The job satisfaction had a statistically very significant impact on motivation via
mental strain (p<0.001), but also motivation had a statistically very significant influence
on mental strain (p<0.001).
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When the workers were more satisfied with their job and emotionally more motivated,
they also felt mentally less strained, and vice versa. When the workers perceived less
mental strain, they were also better emotionally motivated than in the opposite case.

D Structural Relationships between Individual Factors
No statistically significant structural relationships could be found. The structural relationships between the factors, the Sense of Competence for Development and mental wellbeing were studied by the confirmatory factor analysis. Despite of some good statistical
indices (e.g. GFI, RMR), the models received were not acceptable because of the poor
Chi square values (P = 0,00). In the first run also the error variance of motivation was
negative perhaps because of the fairly small sample size (χ2-value = 19.901; df=1; P=0.00;
GFI=0.968; RMR=0.07). When forced positive in the second run, the model still remained
unacceptable (χ2-value = 32.150 with 2 df; P=0.00; GFI=0.948; RMR=0.07).

4. Discussion
The Main Findings

T

he Finnish version of the Job Diagnostic Survey is a valid and reliable method
(page 60).

The Finnish version of the EZ method (39 items) is a valid and reliable method with a
stable factor structure. The method measures job strain connected with structural job
characteristics (page 62).
People in an organisation can develop their working conditions (functioning and ability
to act) by themselves on specific conditions (page 64).
There is evidence of such general perceptive relationships between working environmental and individual factors that can neither be explained by an individual’s perception
in a specific organisation nor by the characteristics of the organisation. The working
environment perceived by a worker is connected with the objective, structural environmental factors of the organisation (page 69).
Better organisational functioning increases a worker’s mental well-being, and vice versa.
A worker feels mentally better when co-operation between supervisors and subordinates,
co-operation between workers, the functioning of the occupational safety and health
system and the possibilities of participation are better than in the opposite case (page
73).
Mental well-being influences self-esteem. When workers feel mentally less strained and
more (emotionally) motivated, they esteem themselves more (page 76).
Structural job characteristics (Skill Variety, Task Identity, Task Significance and Autonomy) influence mental well-being. A worker feels mentally healthier when the work
offers more challenges than he or she can cope with; when the job has more social
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meaning and when there are more possibilities to control the way of working than in the
opposite case (page 78).
Job satisfaction has an intermediary role in the perception of organisational functioning
and mental well-being: better organisational functioning increases a worker’s mental
well-being via the perception of increased job satisfaction, and vice versa. The greater a
worker’s possibilities of participation are, the better the functioning of occupational
safety and health staff and the co-operation between supervisors and sub-ordinates is,
the more satisfied with job and the mentally healthier (the mentally less strained and
more motivated) a worker is, and vice versa (page 80).
The Sense of Competence for Development (SCD) has an intermediary role in the perception of a working environment; mental state (well-being) influences the perception of
organisational functioning and job characteristics via the SCD (page 81).
When workers esteem themselves more, they also perceive that co-operation between the
workers is better and the possibilities of participation are better than in the opposite
case (page 83).
When workers esteem themselves more, they want to develop working conditions further
and they perceive that their job offers more challenges with possibilities to come off with
it than in the opposite case (page 85).
Mental well-being and the Sense of Competence for Development (SCD) form a functional unity. A worker’s emotional (mental strain, motivation) and perceptive (selfesteem, willingness to develop working conditions) functions work together (page 86).
Good characteristics of job are in connection with decreased sick days. When workers
can use their skills more properly in the job, and when the job is socially more meaningful, they are less absent due to sickness from the job than in the opposite case (page 87).
Increased self-esteem is in connection with decreased sick absenteeism. When workers
esteem themselves more, they are less absent from the job due to sickness than in the
opposite case (page 89).
Co-operation between workers influences a person’s health. When co-operation between workers is better, a worker is less absent from the job due to sickness than in the
opposite case; a lower sick absenteeism is a sign of a better co-operation between workers (page 90).
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The Methods: Confirming the Old and Acquiring New Knowledge

The Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS): The Interface Between External and
Internal Factors
It could be shown that the Finnish version of the Job Diagnostic Survey is a valid and
reliable method compared with the results of international studies (Study I, originally
published 1994). A five-factor solution of the core job characteristics was received by the
newer version of the method. The reliability of the scales was shown to be satisfactory.
The stability of the factor structure seemed to be fairly good in the light of the longitudinal studies (Study I, originally published 1994). The conclusions drawn on the basis of
the results of the confirmatory and path analyses (Study IV, originally published 1997)
indicated that the method measured real structural job characteristics; the material was
based on the data of seven separate organisations.
The consistency of the replies seemed to be fairly good in the Finnish data (Vartiainen, 1989) and presumably as for international studies (Taber & Taylor, 1990). The
items also explained fairly well the core characteristics of the JDS with some exceptions.
In this respect the results gave support to the theoretical model of the JDS (e.g. Hackman
& Oldham, 1975; Turner & Lawrence, 1965).
The results concerning the factor structure of the method supported the theoretical
model; the structure of the JDS seems fairly satisfactory by the exploratory factor analysis
(varimax) in the data used. A five factor solution was received in the data of the actual
target groups [(K1-K7) + (V1-V5)]; only two items were loaded also on a different factor.
In other Finnish data (Vartiainen, 1989), the number of unexpectedly loaded items was
three.
In international studies the number of factors has varied from two to six (e.g.
Taber & Taylor, 1990; Brannon et al., 1988). The results of the study did not give support
to assumptions about the impact of sample size on the results (Idaszak et al., 1988).
The results by the older version of the method in the data of the comparison group
two (V6-V8) were poorer: instead of the expected five factors, only four factors were
found. The result was in accordance with that presented by Cordery & Sevastos (1993).
Thus the results supported the recommendations of Kulik et al. (1988) about the use of
the newer version of the method. The better adequacy of the newer version might be explained by its better verbal formulation.
The results of the confirmatory factor analysis also gave support to the expected
factor structure, even if a theoretically pure model could not be received. The longitudinal
data gave better results again; the error variances were, however, quite high. The results
were received by setting the error variances of the variables free, which makes the interpretation of the results a bit more difficult. Also the fairly small sample size
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weakened the reliability of the results; the effective sample size just exceeded the minimum to be demanded.
Although the influences of the level of education were not studied, it seems that a
low level of education did not - at least in this case - decrease the results, as sometimes
suspected; the results were in the same direction with Cordery & Sevastos’s (1993) results. The possible variances of the factor structure might be explained by different target
groups and research procedures in addition to the inaccuracy of the method.
The positive correlations between the core characteristics of job, the Work Motivation Potential (WMP), ”growth” motivation and inner work motivation referred to the
structural validity of the theoretical Job Characteristics Model (e.g. Hackman & Oldham,
1975; Turner & Lawrence, 1965), which the JDS is based on. The results were not, however, adequate for testifying the model; more specified analyses would be needed to estimate the interrelationships of the variables of the model.
The results gave support to the developers’ views on the importance of the items
Feedback From Job and Autonomy in calculating the WMP. These items were often
loaded also on some other factors than those expected. Sashkin (1984) assumed that Skill
Variety and Feedback From Job could form one factor. In this study this could not be
shown by the factor analyses. On the other hand, it could be shown by path analyses (Supplementary Studies 1998 B, unpublished) that Task Significance had an impact on Feedback From Job (page 51); thus the items seemed to have a close connection with each
other.
The Finnish versions of the JDS (Vartiainen, 1990) functioned quite well in the
data used. The results were very good as for the fact that the questionnaires were mainly
sent to the respondents by post against the recommendations concerning the method (Vartiainen, 1989). Certainly this was partly due to the procedures according to which the
study was carried out in close co-operation with the personnel of the target organisations.
The newer version seemed to function better as for the factor structure than the older one.
On the other hand, the older version seemed to be more steady as to the Job Characteristics Model (JCM); the general influences by job.
A problem in connection with the collection of data was that it - with the exception
of the first measurement of the comparison group two - was based on questioning by post.
This meant that filling in the questionnaires could not be fully controlled. In the analyses
of reliability, on the other hand, anything could not be shown which would arouse suspicions about filling in the questionnaires. Presumably those who replied did it fairly reliably.
Another problem with data collection was the fairly low rate of return (57%). One
reason for that was surely the way of collecting data. Another reason for the loss was
presumably the organisational change; this caused uncertainty among the workers because persons were moved from one organisation to another in this connection. Also a
new supervisor’s negative attitude towards the study influenced the loss in the measure-
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ments two and three in one organisation: The workers were no more motivated or did not
dare to fill in the questionnaires.
Important was the notion that the core characteristics did not separate especially
well the development organisations from each other compared to those of the comparison
group one, despite the fact that the occupational structure was about the same in both the
groups. This does not tell about the separation ability of the JDS as such. If anything, it
might give ground for additional discussions about the possible influence of a general
factor due to the situation in the development organisations. Such a factor could be the
expectation of a coming development process.
The reliability of the results also refers to the reliability of the data. If the data is
unreliable, the measures do not give the right results, more likely, vice versa; a measure
shown unreliable does not necessarily mean that the data is unreliable, too.
The procedures were based on the data of 15 independent organisations, which
was a new and valuable point of view in general in the literature of the area. The findings
supported the original hypotheses of the reliability of the method, as for both the reliability of the scales and the structural validity of the method. The results also supported the
developers’(Hackman & Oldham, 1974, 1975; Hackman & Lawler, 1971; Turner & Lawrence, 1965) assumptions about the objectivity of the job characteristics.
The results indicate that the method seems to be relatively reliable and valid in this
data. It seems that it is also usable when collecting data by post. In this case, however,
special attention should be paid to the preparations of the project as happened in this
study.

The Eigenzustand Method (EZ): New Support to the Theoretical Basis
The Finnish version of the EZ method with 39 items could be shown to be a reliable and
valid method with a stable factor structure (Study II, originally published 1995). The
expected factor structure was found by the confirmatory factor analysis. The reliability of
the scales was fairly high and the dimensions of the method correlated strongly with the
items of the JDS method. The highest theoretical level of the method mental state could
also be proved by the confirmatory factor analysis and path analysis clarifying effects
between organisational functioning, job characteristics and mental state (Study IV, originally published 1997).
In some studies (Apenburg, 1986; Kostama et al., 1992), doubts have been presented about the influence of personal factors on a person’s perception of his or her emotions. It has been presented that perception is affected for example by personal expectations about the coming work day and the free time after the work day.
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It is likely that many factors influence a worker’s mental load in workplaces, not merely
job characteristics themselves. This is the case especially when the question concerns a
specific organisation; then it is likely that contextual and individual factors play an important role. The importance of these factors is diminished, however, by the fact that the data
used consisted of different organisations separate from each other. In this kind of data the
impacts of more or less permanent personal (e.g. Järvenpää, 1991) and special contextual
factors (Järvenpää & Martinsuo, 1997), or the influence of the factors with the arrangement of work (Hahn, 1986), are not shown because of the use of averages.
In this data the construct validity of the EZ method seems to be fairly good as for
the two highest hierarchical levels (motivation, mental strain). The reliability concerns
both the theoretical structure itself and the stability of the structure. The expected factor
structure was found on the two highest levels of the method. As a new thing, the factor
structure was also confirmed by the confirmatory factor analysis, which has not - as
known- happened earlier. The results by the confirmatory factor analysis supported the
hypotheses about the hierarchy of the factor structure (Järvenpää, 1991; Kostama et al.,
1992; Nitsch, 1971, 1976).
In addition to previous findings, the theoretical top-level concept of mental state
could be shown by the confirmatory factor analysis (Study IV, originally published
1997). The factor structure was also found to be steady (Study II, originally published
1995). There was also evidence of the stability of the factor structure on the lowest hierarchical level; except the item sleepiness, the correlation coefficients of the dimensions
were statistically significant in different measurements.
High correlations (Study IV, originally published 1997) with the core job characteristics of the JDS indicated that the EZ method really measures mental load connected
with job characteristics; thus the results confirmed the criterion validity of the method. No
doubt the method also functions as its own criterion in some sense: work load is measured
both at the beginning and at the end of the work day. On the other hand, in this case it was
not possible to compare the fluctuations of a person’s perceived work load in any other
circumstances than in the working environment.
The results gave support to previous findings about the fairly high reliability of the
scales (Kostama et al., 1992). The consistency of the scales was comparable both with the
Finnish and the international studies. So it seems that the EZ method is a reliable means
for measuring mental work load.
The Finnish version of the method used consisted of 39 items. Thus the results did
not confirm the criticism towards the method by some authors (Apenburg, 1986; Apenburg & Häcker, 1984); the results did not support the necessity of using a shorter version
with 36 items (Apenburg & Häcker, 1984).
The data was collected mostly by postal questionnaires, which could have had an
effect on the reliability of the replies compared with the controlled filling in of questionnaires in the actual workplaces. Used in this way, however, the method seems to be fairly
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reliable as for the measurements and the structural validity. Careful preparation for the
procedures may have been one reason for good results (Study I, originally published
1994).
As a whole, the method seems to suit quite well for measuring short-term mental
work load. Being fairly easy to use, the method can be used for the evaluation and followup of mental work load of the personnel and the effects of development procedures in
different organisations. A problem has generally been that the effects of development
procedures have not systematically been examined. The evident suitability of the method
for postal questioning increases its usefulness as a tool of measuring working conditions.
However, a necessary precondition of this is that preparations are carried out carefully.
As for further development, a shorter version of the method, for example with 36
items, could also be experimented in Finland (Apenburg, 1986; Kostama et al. 1992).
There was evidence of the stability of the lowest level of the hierarchy. This should also
be clarified by the confirmatory factor analysis in connection with the development of a
new version of the method.

Organisational Self-Improvement Possible on Certain Preconditions
The results showed that an organisation can develop its working environment on specific
conditions. The arguments below - except the last one- were based on the results of development processes in the development organisations (K1-K3) followed by the author
(Study III, originally published 1996). The last argument was based on the results of the
studies (Study IV, originally published 1997; Supplementary Studies 1998 A, unpublished) by path analysis, according to which a worker’s mental state influenced his or her
Sense of Competence for Development (pages 34 and 36). When a worker felt mentally
less strained, his or her self-esteem was higher than in the opposite case. Organisational
self-improvement was seen to be possible especially when
- the organisation is small
- the organisation is located at one place
- the organisation is properly functioning - the co-operation between the supervisors and the subordinates as well as the co-operation between the workers, functioning of the occupational safety and health staff and the participation are good enough
- the rate of organisational change is moderate (controllable)
- the foreman is capable of organising; he or she is motivated, takes the
leadership and responsibility for development
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- the development group is functioning (its composition and working habits
are flexible and active; it is correctly appointed = representative and trusted
by the personnel)
- the development method is proper including the possibility of feedback
from the development of organisational functioning during the process (like
the method used).
- mental well-being is good enough, because it contributes to the Sense of
Competence for Development.
There are different opinions of the way in which a development process should be started
and carried out. Many researchers consider the role of leadership and the participation of
workers as the most important. The results supported these assumptions; the role of leadership connected with co-operation was emphasised.
By using the method of organisational self-improvement it was shown to be possible to start a development process in an organisation. Although the role of leadership
seems to be important in a development process, as many authors argue (e.g. Ansoff &
Brandenburg, 1971; Argyris, 1985; Miller & Droge, 1986), the need for a development
process can also be initiated by other parties unlike Argyris’s (1985) arguments.
It is likely, as Miller & Droge (1986) considered, that the role of leadership is
important in shaping the organisational culture - the way people are behaving in a workplace. It is also evident, as Weisboard (1978) emphasised, that the role of leadership is
central in organisational functioning and development. It can also be supposed like Ansoff & Brandenburg (1971) that the role of leadership is important in a decision process.
The decisions should, however, be made in co-operation with the personnel, as Naschold
(1993) stressed.
The results gave support to the assumptions that participation is an important element in a development process (e.g. Harrison, 1985; Hinckley, 1985; Lindström, 1994b;
Murto, 1992;). The results did not, however, give full support to the assumptions (e.g.
Murphy, 1992) that the members of an organisation are the best experts in all cases.
There is also an evident need for outside expertise in certain situations (Wilson, 1994)
especially when the resources of an organisation are not great enough to carry out the
development process. This is evidently the case when the leader of the organisation is not
willing or capable of organising the development process or the process is not under control (Study III, originally published 1996).
There are numerous techniques of organisational development. Most of them are
based on the use of outside experts in a development process (e.g. Bandura, 1986;
Engeström, 1995; Lindström, 1994b; Schein, 1993; Murto, 1992). Process consulting in
some form is the method of development in a great number of development processes.
This means that an outside expert is used in the development process in co-operation with
the personnel. An other orientation is offered by the analytical working method used
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by outside researchers who do not participate in the actual development process (Saarela,
1991). Some authors have studied organisational self-improvement recently (e.g. Cummings & Mohrman, 1987; Leoford & Mohrman, 1993; Study III, originally published
1996).
It could be shown in the study that the perception of the organisational functioning
of the personnel can be improved by a quantitative research method without an outside
expert; it was also shown that the perception of mental work load can be decreased by the
method used.
It seems that the mental well-being of personnel can best be improved by a leadership style which takes care of people in practice. The results of this study supported Leoford & Mohrman’s (1993) self-design model; the study was constructed so that the organisations were offered no special model for the development process at the beginning
of the intervention. The organisations did not use any special outside model either, nor
any specialists, although they were offered an opportunity for it. The method used resembled Leoford & Mohrman’s (1993) model also in such a way that the development groups
took care of the procedures, laying the foundation (acquired knowledge, valued and diagnosed), designing, implementing and assessing.
The model used in this study differed from that of Leoford & Mohrman’s (1993)
in such a way that it was applied to small (not complex) organisations and the necessary
feedback from the development of organisational functioning was given by the author to
the development groups. The author himself did not participate in the functions of the
organisations in any other way; the approach was partly similar to an outside expert’s
analytical way of working mentioned by Saarela (1991). So the model was not a selfdesign model in the full meaning. In the development process there were also features of
self-organising principles described by Kaplan & Kaplan (1991); the structures of the
process were developed in connection with the activities.
Workers’ ability to act - as an expression of mental work load - seemed to increase
in the development organisations (K1-K3) during the follow-up. This might have connections with the development, although this could not be conclusively showed. As for the
personnel’s ability to act, the results gave cues to the usefulness of the development
model. The method used was more strength sparing compared to that of learning by expanding (Engeström, 1995), and more recommendable in this respect.
The concept of organisational functioning has had different meanings. The definition of organisational functioning has, among other things, included health aspects (e.g.
Cooper & Cartwright, 1994; Study III, originally published 1996). The results showed
that organisational functioning can be improved in the sense meant in the study. Organisations did not, however, succeed in this in every respect, which may also explain changes
in the perception of work load. It has to be noticed that the organisations - even if they
were motivated to develop their working conditions - did not carry out the proposed development model literally but approached things according to their own models.
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The results supported Weisboard’s (1978) assumption that in addition to leadership also
the supportive structures of an organisation are important for the workers’ well-being.
The results also supported the assumption of the ability of the personnel in an organisation to develop their working conditions themselves on specific conditions.
It is evident that instead of using the concept of functioning, it would have been
possible to use the concept of efficiency like Kilman & Herden (1976). By (inner) organisational efficiency they meant human relationships, motivation and commitment; group
processes were included in the concept, too. Although the results (Study III, originally
published 1996) were due to the quantitative approach, it is evident that the actions to be
needed in the organisations were based on co-operation and human relationships among
the personnel. This is in congruence for example with Schein’s (1993) arguments. He
stressed that organisational efficiency is connected with organisational culture, which in
turn depends on leadership style and communication between different sub-cultures. He
considered (1993) dialogue as the central method in organisational change and emphasised that all the groups with an aim to solve problems should start the process by dialogue. As for a learning process, he stressed the importance of a common model. It was
interesting to find that the processes necessary for development could be brought about
without intervening in the process itself, as Schein presumes.
The course of action in this study (Study III, originally published 1996) was designed to be based on the feedback from the development of the worker’s mental wellbeing. The results supported Naschhold’s (1993) assumptions about the nature of organisations. He argued that organisations are not black boxes, the efficiency and the quality of
which are defined mechanically by technology, education or other input factors applied by
other organisations. He stressed the importance of the inner factors of an organisation for
development, e.g. co-operation between the management and the personnel.
The results of this study gave a new approach to Schneider’s (1987) arguments
about workers’ functioning at a workplace. The basic idea, according to him, is the suitability of a person to a certain environment, which functions in its own way. Schneider
examined human functioning in the context of human environment: People do workplaces
the kind they are. He used the attraction - selection - attrition (ASA) model [E=f (P,B)]1
to describe how people are interested in workplaces and selected by them, and how they
leave them. The model, however, seems to be a bit too simple, which can be seen in the
rationale below.
An interesting question to be answered is: Why do people who have been interested in a workplace and who have been selected by the personnel of an organisation,
however, want to leave the place fairly soon after they have come to it? This might happen because the environment (physical or psychosocial) is or has become unbearable for

1

E (environment) = f (function) of P (persons) and B (behaviour)
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them due to mental work load. Why, then, do people not reorganise their working conditions more suitable to them? Perhaps because of their inner structural factors. Their mental models may be unsuitable; they may be lacking the Sense of Competence for Development for a change to be realised. It might also happen because people’s mental models
are contradictory to each other as Marshak (1993) has presented.
On the other hand, it may be that the elected person or the other people who have
selected him or her do not want to leave the workplace even if they suffer from the working conditions. Why? Perhaps because there is no other change of taking another workplace. So it seems that also structural factors, not only people’s functioning, influence a
worker’s behaviour at a workplace.
In the light of the results it appears that the method used is useful or at least worth
studying and developing. The usability concerns especially organisations where the leadership is in order and the project group is responsible for development, and it is functioning properly. When the project group works, it is assembled in the right way, in other
words, it is adaptable and representative as for the matters to be handled and it is trusted
by the personnel. The representatives of both genders should be included in the project
group.
As for a successful development process, it might also be useful to have different
kind of education and working life experience in the group. The target organisation
should be specified, in other words, to be in a special place and form a functional unity.
A clear model for development procedures and good planning may be helpful tools in the
development process. Also adequate follow-up time (over one year) is needed for evaluating the permanence of the effects.
Respectively, the model cannot be recommended to be used in organisations where
leadership is totally missing or does not function well. Neither can it, in general, be recommended in situations where the personnel is put in front of overwhelming tasks, like
reorganisation, as to their capacities. In this case people need an outside expert’s assistance and special measures of support from occupational health care.
A new thing in this study was to notice that organisational functioning influenced
the workers’ mental well-being (Study IV, originally published 1997), and it was not
merely a sign of a healthy organisation (e.g. Cooper & Cartwright, 1994). Better functioning was connected to better mental well-being, and vice versa. A new thing was also the
notion that organisational functioning influenced a worker’s Sense of Competence for
Development via experienced work load - mental state. Better functioning was in connection with better mental well-being; this in turn was connected to a higher self-esteem and
via that to a greater willingness to develop working conditions, and vice versa. The study
of the effects was made in the material of seven separate organisations. This means that
the effects can be generalised, representing the effects of the general principles of human
functioning. A new thing was also that more specified conditions for
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self-development process could be found. For the future research it would be interesting
to study the duration of the effects shown during a longer time than what happened now.
The results, with some exceptions, can be generalised at least to concern the bluecollar organisations of the public sector. The method used may prove to be useful in the
self-improvement projects of organisations. The occupational safety and health authorities
may also utilise the results in their supervisory work. The results help them to evaluate
more properly when an organisation can succeed itself in the development process and
when there is need for outside expertise. In further studies, the different methods of development could be compared with each other more systematically and their influence on
organisational functioning and the mental work load of personnel could be studied. It
could also be useful to study the role of planning in the development work.

The Objective Working Environment and Worker’s Perception
In this study the results of the path analyses (Study IV, originally published 1997) indicated that factors related to the organisational functioning and the characteristics of work
influenced a worker’s mental well-being. A better working environment was in connection with greater well-being, and vice versa. The study was based on the data of seven
organisations independent of each other.

A Structural Perspective
In the psychological literature there has been a discussion about the impact of the objective environment on the perception of environment and about its consequences on one’s
health. Many authors have considered the objective working environment as a source of
the personal consequences of work load (French & Caplan, 1972; Gardell, 1982; Hackman & Oldham, 1975; Hänsgen et al., 1995; Karasek & Theorell, 1990; Lazarus, 1993;
Turner & Lawrence, 1965; Varonen, 1997). In the light of the results (Study IV, originally published 1997), it is obvious that the objective working environment influences
human behaviour and a worker’s mental well-being in a way that is typical of the general
principles of human behaviour.

A Contextual Approach
The importance of contextual factors in the perception of working environment has been
emphasised in many studies (e.g. Fried & Ferris, 1987; Järvenpää & Martinsuo, 1997;
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Westlander, 1993). Some authors have considered social factors as important to influencing one’s perception of working environment and work stress. According to the Social
Information Processing Theory (SIP), social cues influence a worker’s perception of
working environment and work itself (e.g. Algera, 1990; Fried & Ferris, 1987; Costigan,
1996). In this study (Study IV, originally published 1997) the influence of specific contextual factors was not shown due to procedures based on the averages. So evidence about
the importance of these factors could not be shown. This does not, however, mean that
there could not be such effects.
There is also a lot of literature on the meaning of social support in the regulation of
work stress (e.g. Amatea & Fong, 1991; Deci & Ryan, 1991; Helminen, 1998; House,
1981; Kalimo, 1980; Karasek & Theorell, 1990; Vahtera, 1993). The results (Study III,
originally published 1996; Study IV, originally published 1997) gave indirect support to
these findings: co-operation was found to be important in regulating workers’ work load.
On the basis of the results it seems that the discussion about the importance of contextual
factors as moderators of the perception of working environment and stress reactions
should be further studied according to the principles of general human behaviour.

An Individual Viewpoint
In organisational psychology there is an old and strong traditional way of thinking which
emphasises the importance of individual personal factors in a stress process. For example
Levi (e.g. 1971, 1994), though he saw the origin of stress in a psychosocial process, emphasised the consequences of stress as personal characteristics. Kahn (1981) presented
that the permanent characteristics of a person (genetic, demographic, personality) are seen
as factors influencing the phases which precede one’s psychological environment, responses (physiological, behavioural, affective) and mental and physical health and disease.
Some authors (Murphy, 1996; Murphy et al., 1995), however, have criticised this
orientation. Murphy (1996) stated that stress-coping programmes have in the USA been
too much individually orientated. The results (Study IV, originally published 1997)
showed that individual factors do not explain all the variation.
In the trait model (e.g. Epstein, 1983) self-esteem has been seen nearly as an endogenous personal trait, which influences the experience of stress (see also Saari & Majander, 1985). Support to this assumption could not be found, rather on the contrary: selfesteem was found to be influenced by mental work load. A heavier mental work load was
in connection with a lower self-esteem, and vice versa.
Because of the data based on linear relationships and averages, it could not be
shown either that individual characteristics would influence the perception of work load.
Algera (1990) suspected that there was a possibility of a methodological bias of the JDS
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due to the fact that it is the one and the same person who perceives both job characteristics and the other workers’ behaviour. Levin & Stokes (1989) argued that negative affectivity (NG) influenced one’s task satisfaction and that it was a remarkable predictor of a
person’s perception, also when job characteristics were taken into consideration. Schonfeld (1996) argued that negative affectivity did not fully explain the influence of perceived environmental factors on depressive symptoms, job satisfaction and motivation.
Schaubroeck et al. (1996) presented that there was little evidence of the influence of personal factors on the stability of perceived job characteristics measured by the JDS. Also
Spangler (1989) assumed that specific personal features had minimal effects on the perception of job characteristics.

An Intermediary Point of View
There is perhaps even a wider scientific tradition according to which personal factors are
seen as mediators or regulators in perceiving environmental factors and stress reactions
(e.g. Bandura, 1986; Cox, 1993; French et al., 1974; French & Caplan, 1972; Schwartz et
al., 1996). Kivimäki (1996) suggested that personal factors can be both stress and stressspecific factors. The findings of this study (Study IV, originally published 1997) supported this approach, but on a general level. The importance of general factors typical of
human behaviour were shown: factors that are independent of a single person’s individual
characteristics or the specific features of an organisation. It can be supposed that these
influences are in close connection with the objective environment. This does not, however, mean that there would not be any specific intermediary or regulatory contextual or
personal influences mentioned in the literature. Anyway this means that the discussion
about the meaning of personal factors as the main causes of work stress (e.g. Epstein,
1983; Levi, 1972, 1994; Levin & Stokes, 1989; Locke, 1976) should be studied in a new
light.
Some authors have emphasised cognitive factors (e.g. Lazarus, 1962; Neisser,
1982) as regulators between a person’s perception of the objective working environment
and work stress. Evidence was found (Study IV, originally published 1997; Supplementary studies 1998, unpublished) of the importance of these factors to the perception of
working environment. Hacker (1982, 1985) used the concept of mental model when
speaking about these factors. He (1982) argued that the better one’s cognitive models
represented the objective environment, the more fluent his or her task performance was.
This was not studied in this study but evidence was received of the importance of such a
cognitive factor as the Sense of Competence for Development (Supplementary Studies
1998 A, unpublished) to the perception of job characteristics. The findings (Study IV,
originally published 1997) about the influence of perceived emotional work load on the
variables of this factor may be in connection with the goodness of mental models: The
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more involved in stress a worker is, the more inadequate his or her mental model is, and
the more difficult it may be for the person to perceive job characteristics objectively.
The results gave support to Bandura’s (e.g. 1988, 1989, 1990b) arguments about
the importance of self-efficacy as a regulator of behaviour. He presented that self-efficacy
influences one’s performance via cognitive, motivational, affective and selection processes. Self-efficacy itself - according to him - is affected by the feelings of mastery, modelling, social influence and physical fitness. He defended (1995) his ideas against behavioristic arguments by stating that behaviour is often influenced by other things than the
factors of immediate state. It was shown on a general level (Study IV, originally published
1997) that a person’s self-esteem was influenced by his or her perceived work load due to
the objective characteristics of work (e.g. Task Identity and Autonomy). This in turn
influenced one’s motivation for development. Better job characteristics were in connection with better mental well-being and a higher self-esteem, and vice versa.
The results of this study (Study IV, originally published 1997; Supplementary
Studies 1998 C, unpublished;) were in accordance with Keskinen’s (1990) findings as for
the interrelationships between job characteristics, job satisfaction, mental well-being and
mental models. Keskinen (1990) found that the development of a worker’s mental model
was in connection with a high job satisfaction and low job strain only when the worker
was generally mentally well or his or her professional identity was high enough and the
person perceived to have enough possibilities to influence the working environment.
It was found that mental well-being influenced the defined cognitions (self-esteem
and willingness to develop working conditions), which were supposedly connected with
one’s mental models i.e., the way the person perceives his or her environment. Better
mental well-being was connected to a higher self-esteem and a greater willingness to
develop working conditions, and vice versa.
Keskinen’s findings (1990) about the factors influencing one’s mental models may
be explained by the intervening role of emotions (e.g. arousal level): the more exhausted
(confused) a person is, the more difficult it may be for him or her to form an adequate
model for managing in the environment. The results of this study (Study IV, originally
published 1997; Supplementary Studies 1998 C, unpublished) supported Keskinen’s
findings (1990) that one’s job satisfaction and perception of work load were regulated by
personal well-being and organisational functioning.
Recently, studies have been made about the influence of organisational factors on
a person’s job satisfaction (e.g. Ting, 1997) using very large samples. Ting (1997) found
for example that such job characteristics as task clarity, Task Significance and skills utilisation had an impact on job satisfaction. The clearer and the more significant the work
was when perceived by workers, and the more skills the workers could use in their job,
the more satisfied they felt, and vice versa. Also the better workers perceived the relationships with the supervisor and between co-workers, the more satisfied they felt,
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and vice versa. These kinds of research models are important and encourage to develop
workplaces to become more humane, healthier and also more productive.
The results (Study IV, originally published 1997) were in accordance with findings
(e.g. Amatea & Fong, 1991; Angyal, 1941; Antonowsky, 1979, 1987; Karasek, 1979;
Vahtera, 1993) about the importance of perceived control over one’s work. Angyal
(1941) argued that the general dynamic trend of an organism is towards increased autonomy. It was found (Study IV, originally published 1997) that job characteristics like
Autonomy and Task Identity influenced one’s perception of work load. The more
autonomous the work was when perceived by workers, the more willing they were to
develop their working conditions and the more capable of acting they felt in their jobs.
The clearer whole the work was perceived to constitute by workers, the more able to act
they felt in their jobs and vice versa (page 34).
Antonowsky (1979, 1987) used the concept of the Sense of Coherence. By this he
meant comprehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness; that things are in order,
controllable and predictable. Karasek’s (Karasek, 1979; Karasek & Theorell, 1990) stress
concept was based on the Demand/Control Model (DCM) and the Expanded Demand/Control Model (DCSM). Karasek (e.g. 1979) argued that high job demands and a
low decision latitude were related to one’s poor health status.

The Influence of Organisational Functioning on a Worker’s Mental WellBeing
It could be shown in the study (Study IV, originally published 1997) that the perception
of organisational functioning (co-operation between the supervisors and subordinates and
among the workers, functioning of occupational safety and health staff and possibilities of
participation) influenced a person’s perceived mental state (motivation and mental strain).
Better organisational functioning was in connection with greater mental well-being, and
vice versa. The perception of good organisational functioning was characterised by participatory leadership, social support between workers, consideration of mental aspects in
the functioning of the occupational safety and health staff, and by workers’ real possibilities to influence matters in the organisation (Study III, originally published 1996).
In the light of the literature in the area and the results of the study, it seems evident
that organisational functioning defined by the author is in connection with the social process of an organisation. Functioning has been considered to be a sign of a healthy organisation (Study III, originally published 1996; Lindström, 1994b,). Kivimäki & Lindström
(1994) and the author (Studies III and IV, originally published 1996 and 1997) have presented that participation is connected with perceived organisational functioning.
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Karasek’s (Karasek & Theorell, 1990) view about the importance of the role of social
support in the regulation and the prevention of stress was shown to be noteworthy (Study
IV, originally published 1997); co-operation, no doubt, includes elements of social support. The results showed (page 34) that a better co-operation between supervisors and
subordinates was connected with a greater job satisfaction and a lower mental work load
(mental strain), and vice versa. A better co-operation between supervisors and subordinates was also in connection with the perception of a better co-operation between workers, and vice versa. It was also shown (page 41) that a better collaboration was in connection with the lower rate of sick days in an organisation. The fact that the functioning of
occupational safety and health staff was perceived as positive when workers’ mental aspects were taken into consideration told clearly about people’s mental work load, the
pressure for change perceived by the personnel, and the necessity of developing working
conditions in this respect (Study III, originally published 1996).

The Role of Leadership
The results supported the assumptions included in the so called NIOSH2 model (Murphy
& Lim, 1997). According to Murphy & Lim (1997) organisational values, climate and
leadership practices influence organisational health and performance. They considered as
an important organisational value the manager’s way of treating a worker as a valuable
human resource. They considered workers’ opportunities for decision to make as a sign of
good organisational climate. They argued that the characteristics of a preferable management style was supporting workers and giving recourses to them for the planning of future.
The findings of this study were also in congruence with Immonen’s results (1993)
about the decrease of workers’ work load when the manager was perceived to be ”available”, when needed. Immonen (1993) found that workers’ perception that the manager
likely had time to listen to them decreased their feelings of mental work load. She also
found that satisfaction with the manager correlated to some extent with interaction with
the manager.
There is a lot of literature on the positive influences of participation on workers’
job satisfaction, mental well-being, organisational development and even their free time
(e.g. Gardell, 1982; Israel et al., 1989; Murphy & Lim., 1997; Kivimäki & Lindström,
1994; Saarela, 1991). The results of the study (Studies III and IV, originally published
1996, 1997) supported these findings. Participation was perceived to be good when workers perceived that they could influence things concerning the working conditions.
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The findings supported the notion of Israel et al. (1989) that the perception of influence
was a consequence of participation.

Collaboration and Social Support
The findings of this study (Study IV, originally published 1997) on the influence of cooperation on workers’ mental well-being supported many of the findings (e.g. Cohen &
Wills, 1985; Dooley et al., 1987; Lindström, 1997) described in the literature of the area.
It was found (Study III, originally published 1996) that collaboration between workers
was considered to be good when workers received and gave social support to each other.
Co-operation among the personnel has been seen as a social process, which either
includes or does not include an opportunity for receiving support in daily work processes.
Cohen & Wills (1985) and Dooley et al. (1987) argued that better social integration and
satisfying social relationships were connected to better mental well-being, and vice versa.
Lindström (1997) assumed that good social co-operation and interaction were related to
workers’ good job satisfaction and well-being. He also presented that good opportunities
for participation as well as the manager’s positive attitudes towards the personnel were
connected to the high well-being of the personnel. Deci & Ryan (1991) assumed that
social support was an interaction process, which depended much on the receiver’s personality.
The findings of this study supported many other authors’ arguments that an opportunity for social support decreased one’s mental strain or sickness (e.g. Amatea & Fong,
1991; Kalimo, 1980; Karasek & Theorell, 1990; Revicki & Gershon, 1996; Theorell &
Karasek, 1996). House (1981) categorised social support in four categories: emotional,
instrumental, informative and appreciation. It seems natural to suppose that at least an
opportunity for social support of all these forms was included in co-operation.

The Importance of Structural Factors
Some authors have considered the structural characteristics of an organisation important
to the health and functioning of an organisation (e.g. Cooper & Davidson, 1987; Dean &
Hancock, 1992; Kalimo, 1994; Weisboard, 1978; Varonen, 1997). The results of the
study (Studies III, IV, originally published 1996, 1997) supported these assumptions.
The results of this study (Study IV, originally published 1997) supported Weisboard’s
(1978) and Kalimo’s (1994) arguments about the importance of the structural and environmental factors to the health of personnel. The results supported Weisboard’s (1978)
assumptions about the importance of the supportive structural characteristics of an organisation such like occupational safety and health. An interesting new thing was to
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notice that the functioning of occupational safety and health staff influenced a person’s
mental well-being despite of specific individual or organisational factors. Better functioning of occupational safety and health staff was related to better well-being of the personnel. The expected corresponding effects of occupational health care were not, however,
found in this study.
The results were in accordance with Kalimo’s (1994) opinions about the influence
of working conditions on both workers’ health resources and the actual health. According
to Kalimo, a remarkable part of occupational safety and health in Finland has been protection of health against environmental hazards. Dean & Hancock (1992) used the concept of
health protection, which - according to the author - included work safety and ergonomic
improvements in the working environment.
The findings of this study were also in accordance with Varonen’s (1997) results.
He argued that the objective safety level of the working environment influenced the
workers’ perception of the safety level and the style of safety management in an organisation. A better objective safety level was also better perceived by workers. This was connected to the perception of a better management style in an organisation, and vice versa.
This finding supports many of the results of the previous studies: the importance of the
objective environment to a worker’s health.
In general, a new thing in this study (Study IV, originally published 1997) was the
finding that the factor of organisational functioning based on empirical data could be
constructed. A new thing was also that it could be shown that organisational functioning measured by the defined items - influenced workers’ mental well-being despite of the
influence of specific organisational or personal factors. Better functioning was related to
better mental well-being (lower mental work load), and vice versa. It could also be shown
(Study III, originally published 1996) that the factors of organisational functioning were
in connection with mental strain in the longitudinal data. Better functioning was related to
a better ability to act, and vice versa.

Short Term Mental Work Load and Self-Esteem
It was found (Study IV, originally published 1997) that mental strain (ability to act) influenced self-esteem. A better ability to act was related to a greater self-esteem, and vice
versa. The influence of self-esteem on mental strain was mediated by organisational development motivation and organisational functioning. A greater self-esteem was in connection with a greater willingness to develop working conditions, a better collaboration
between workers and better opportunities for participation, and vice versa. Mental strain
had bi-directional influences on (emotional) motivation; both were measured by the EZ
method. A lower mental strain was in connection with a higher motivation, and vice versa.
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The results were in accordance with the theoretical framework according to which selfesteem can be influenced by external factors after adolescence (e.g. Argyris, 1964; Gergen, 1971; Kernis et al., 1989) and - based on this point of view - with the arguments that
self-esteem is influenced by work stress (e.g. French & Caplan, 1972; KauppinenToropainen, 1987; Kivimäki, 1996). The results supported Kivimäki’s arguments that
heavy stress can decrease a person’s self-esteem (Kivimäki, 1996; Kivimäki & Kalimo,
1996). This may be explained - according to Kivimäki and Kalimo (1996) - by the fact
that when one feels his or her energy exhausting, one interprets the perception due to
personal characteristics like skills instead of rating the safety and health of the working
conditions in general. An interesting new thing was the finding that also heavy short-term
mental work load (in this case the decrease of ability to act) lowered workers’ selfesteem.
Depression connected to a heavy work load can also explain the found influence of
ability to act (work load) on workers’ self-esteem (Study IV, originally published 1997).
This kind of findings have also been made in clinical practice3 with psychiatric clients;
depression is often found to be connected with heavy exhaustion. Of course, depression
may also be influenced by other stress factors outside work.
Besides a person’s interpretations concerning organisational functioning (cooperation between the workers and the opportunities for participation), self-esteem also
influenced one’s motivation to develop working conditions and via this the perceived
mental state. A greater self-esteem was related to a greater willingness to develop working
conditions and to a lower mental strain, and vice versa. The last finding partly supports
Bandura’s conception of the increasing or decreasing influence of perceived self-efficacy
on motivation (Bandura, 1991).
A new thing was the finding that the influence of self-esteem on mental strain was
mediated besides by motivation (willingness to develop working conditions), also via the
perception of organisational functioning (see the section above). This was likely to be
explained by a rationale that when a person believed to succeed poorly with his or her
tasks (low self-esteem), he or she desired to get help from co-workers but did not perceive
to get it enough. The person also perceived the opportunities for participation to be poor,
because he or she did not feel to be able to influence the working conditions properly.
Because of this, perhaps, the person’s motivation for development was poor too. All this
presumably influenced bi-directionally but not directly the perception of ability to act .
Thus the results of this study did not support the assumptions about the direct influence of
self-esteem on the perception of stress (e.g. Epstein, 1983; Saari & Majander, 1985).
Arguments about bi-directional influences have also been presented (e.g. Bandura,
1986; Kivimäki & Kalimo, 1996). Rector & Roger (1996) presumed that self-esteem may
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moderate well-being directly as well as indirectly via coping styles and emotion control
strategies. The results (Study IV, originally published 1997) supported these assumptions:
self-esteem influenced both the perception of organisational functioning and the willingness to develop working conditions. A greater self-esteem was in relation with greater
functioning and willingness to develop working conditions, and vice versa. The results
also gave partly support to Bandura’s assumption (e.g. Bandura, 1989, 1990a) that selfefficacy has an impact on motivation. In this study the influence was direct on development motivation and indirect on emotional motivation (mental work load), see the discussion above. In general, the results gave support to assumptions about the meaning of work
stress to personal factors, of which the role of self-esteem and motivation are of crucial
importance. Work stress seems to decrease a worker’s personal resources to cope with
challenges in the working environment.

Job Characteristics and Mental Well-Being
The effects of perceived job characteristics (Skill Variety, Task Significance and Autonomy) on workers’ mental well-being could be shown. Work improved the mental state of
personnel when it was perceived to give the workers opportunities to use their skills and
to learn new things (Study IV, originally published 1997). The influence was of the same
kind when work was perceived as significant as for other people and when the way of
working could be influenced. It could also be shown (Study IV, originally published
1997) that Task Identity had a direct impact on workers’ mental strain (ability to act),
whereas Autonomy influenced one’s ability to act via willingness to develop working
conditions. A better conception of one’s tasks as an entity was related to a greater ability
to act, and vice versa. A better opportunity for influencing one’s way of working was also
related to a better ability to act, but via a greater willingness to develop working conditions, and vice versa. The ability to act influenced self-esteem, which in turn had an impact on mental strain via willingness to develop working conditions (page 34).
The findings of this study (Study IV, originally published 1997) supported assumptions about the influence of the objective job characteristics on workers’ mental
well-being (e.g. Hänsgen et al., 1995; Hackman & Lawler, 1971; Hackman & Oldham,
1974, 1975; Turner & Lawrence, 1965). According to these assumptions, better job characteristics increase and poor ones decrease workers’ mental well-being. The influence
was shown without any special individual or contextual factors (see the previous discussion). There was, however, evidence of the possibility of some kind of collective cognitive mental models - typical of the human being - for perceiving environmental factors
like job characteristics. In this respect the results (Supplementary Studies 1998 A, unpublished) differed from the original hypotheses.
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It seems that work should be perceived as autonomous enough to cause development
motivation in general. Thus the results supported the assumptions of the developers of the
JCM model and the JDS method (Hackman & Lawler, 1971; Hackman & Oldham, 1974,
1975; Turner & Lawrence, 1965) about the increasing or decreasing influence of job
characteristics on a worker’s motivation. The results also gave support to the assumptions
presented by Renn & Vandenberg (1995) about the enhancing or diminishing role of the
perception of influence in one’s motivation and work performance. They assumed that the
experience of high influence increased motivation, which, in turn, increased job performance. They also assumed that the perception of competence was based on the feed-back of
high performance. The results also supported the conception presented by Johansson &
Gardell (1988) of the generally activating influence of good job characteristics.
Both Task Identity and Autonomy were connected to the control of work. In this
respect the results supported the stress model (DCSM) presented by Karasek (Karasek &
Theorell, 1990) and many other authors, according to which the possibilities to influence
the way of working (the control of work) decrease one’s work stress, even if the work is
demanding (Karasek & Theorell, 1990). The results could not, however, diminish the
possibility of the cumulative effects of stress presented by some critics (e.g. Baker, 1985;
Kasl, 1996) of the Karasek’s model. Nor could the assumptions (e.g. Fried & Ferris,
1987) be excluded about the influence of special contextual factors due to the data based
on the averages and the linear relationships between variables.
Greater Autonomy perceived by men compared with women could be explained by
different kinds of tasks; the result was not explained by self-esteem. Evidently women
worked with more traditional tasks, which included less opportunities for influence than
men’s work. The results of the relationships of occupational education with a better motivation and the ability to act were in accordance with Huhtaniemi’s (1995) studies.
An interesting and important thing was the notion that the structural factors of
working environment, like job characteristics influenced workers’ emotions and cognitions in a way that is of crucial importance to their performance. This is a supplementary
opinion to Kaplan & Kaplan’s (1991) ideas, who presented that there are no structures
without processes and that processes form structures to be needed. This assumption was
shown to be true in the organisational development processes (Study III, originally published 1996): The organisations chose their own ways (structures) of functioning.
The finding on the influence of structures on processes opens new ways of thinking in organisational development: processes can be influenced and changed by influencing structures. Environmental structures better adapted to human being increase workers’
mental well-being and their personal resources to meet the demands of work and working
environment, and vice versa. This means that by paying attention to structural, objective
factors and changing them working conditions can be made healthier for workers.
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Job Satisfaction as an Expression of Organisational Functioning
It was found (Supplementary Studies 1998 C, unpublished) that co-operation between
supervisors and subordinates influenced workers’ job satisfaction and this, in turn, their
mental well-being. The better the co-operation was, the greater the perceived job satisfaction and mental well-being were, and vice versa.
The perception of the possibilities of participation was in positive connection with
the perception of the functioning of occupational safety and health staff. This, in turn, was
in a positive relation to the perception of co-operation between supervisors and subordinates. The results were in accordance with the expectations about the interrelationships
between the variables of organisational functioning and job satisfaction. The interrelationships were, however, more complicated than what was expected.
The findings of this study (Supplementary Studies 1998 C, unpublished) supported
Turner & Lawrence’s (1965) assumptions about the impact of environmental factors like
leadership and job characteristics on a worker’s job satisfaction. The JCM model developed by the authors (Turner & Lawrence, 1965) was based on the assumptions that a
better leadership style and better objective job characteristics are related to a higher job
satisfaction via individual factors, and vice versa. The results were also in congruence
with the results of Ting (1997), according to which better relationships between supervisors and co-workers were connected to a higher job satisfaction. Ting (1997) found for
example that a better task clarity, Task Significance, the utilisation of skills, organisational commitment and relationships with supervisors and co-workers were in connection
with a higher job satisfaction, and vice versa.
The results supported also the arguments of Munn et al. (1996) about the importance of supervisory support to job satisfaction. The authors (Munn et al., 1996) found
that role ambiguity was in connection with increased burnout and job dissatisfaction, and
the lack of supervisory support was connected to a lower job satisfaction. In this study
(Supplementary Studies 1998 C, unpublished) a better co-operation between supervisors
and subordinates was related to a greater job satisfaction. It is likely that co-operation
between supervisors and subordinates includes an opportunity for a kind of social support.
The results (Study IV, originally published 1997; Supplementary Studies 1998 C,
unpublished) supported the findings of Israel et al. (1989) about the mediating role of job
satisfaction as to the impacts of participation. Israel et al. found (1989) that the impacts of
participation were almost entirely mediated via job satisfaction and the perception of
influence was dependent on participation. In this study (Supplementary Studies 1998 C,
unpublished), a new thing was the notion that the influence of participation on job satisfaction was mediated via the other factors of organisational functioning like co-operation
between supervisors and subordinates. Co-operation between supervisors and subordinates, in turn, was influenced indirectly by participation via the functioning of
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occupational safety and health staff. Better opportunities for participation were related to
the better functioning of occupational safety and health staff and a better co-operation
between supervisors and subordinates. This might perhaps be explained by the fact that
participation itself does not contribute to the perception of co-operation. The perception
arises only when a worker sees that something is really happening due to participation in this case as a result of the functioning of occupational safety and health staff.
The results of this study (Supplementary Studies 1998 C, unpublished) supported
the findings of Parker et al. (1997) about the association of participation with mental wellbeing. They found (1997) that increased role clarity, control and participation were associated with improved mental well-being. The interrelationships between participation
and mental well-being were though more complicated - as described above - than what
Parker et al. (1997) found.
The results of this study (Study IV, originally published 1997; Supplementary
Studies 1998 B, unpublished) supported partly Kauppinen-Toropainen’s (1987) findings
about the influence of self-esteem on women’s job satisfaction. The author (KauppinenToropainen, 1987) found that women’s higher self-esteem was connected to their greater
job satisfaction. According to the findings of this study, self-esteem did not influence job
satisfaction directly but via willingness to develop working conditions. A greater selfesteem was connected to a greater willingness to develop working conditions and by it to
a greater job satisfaction, and vice versa. An explanation for this might be that a person’s
self-esteem is connected with his or her competence motivation (see the next chapter), and
this causes the sense of job satisfaction.
The results did not give support to Nowack’s (1991) findings of the impact of
cognitive hardiness - a kind of analogue of self-esteem - on job satisfaction via perceived
amount of work stress. The interrelationships of self-esteem, work stress and job satisfaction seem to be more complicated. According to the findings of this study (Study IV,
originally published 1997; Supplementary Studies 1998 C, unpublished), it is the perceived mental strain that influences a person’s self-esteem and this, as described above,
has an impact on job satisfaction via motivational factors. The possible impacts of selfesteem on mental strain seem to be mediated via factors of organisational functioning and
job satisfaction.

The Sense of Competence for Development (SCD) as a Mediator
The two-factor structure of SCD (self-esteem and willingness to develop working conditions) and Job meaningfulness (Skill Variety, Task Significance, Feedback From Job) was
found (page 36) in the Supplementary Studies (1998 A, unpublished). The factors did not
have statistically significant impacts on each other, although the single variables had; selfesteem influenced the perception of co-operation between workers and possi-
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bilities of participation. A worker with a greater self-esteem perceived that there was a
better collaboration between workers and his or her opportunities for participation were
greater than in the opposite case. Self-esteem also had an impact on perceived job characteristics (Skill Variety, Autonomy) via willingness to develop working conditions. A
worker with a greater self-esteem was more willing to develop working conditions, perceived to be able to use his or her skills more properly and to have more Autonomy in the
job than in the opposite case (page 34).
The results (Supplementary Studies 1998 A, unpublished) were partly in contradiction with the original presumption about the influence of cognitive factors on the perception of organisational functioning and job characteristics on a general level. Although the
influence could not be shown as to the factors found (Job meaningfulness and the Sense
of Competence for Development), interrelationships between single variables could be
found.
The results showed the significance of personal factors in the perception of organisational functioning and job characteristics according to the general principles of human
behaviour. The results emphasised the importance of SCD in perceiving the working
environment, which is based on a person’s emotional reactions due to the work load
caused by the working environment. A worker with a greater mental work load had a
lower self-esteem and he or she was less willing to develop working conditions than in the
opposite case. The findings seem to mean that a person’s perceptive processes are influenced by his or her emotions. In this respect the results did not support Bandura’s (e.g.
1991) presumptions about the influence of self- efficacy on one’s emotional reactions.
Indirect influences were, however, found.
The results gave new knowledge about the role of individual factors in the perception of job characteristics presumed by the developers of the method (Hackman & Oldham, 1971, 1974; Turner & Lawrence, 1965). It is to be assumed that objective job characteristics influence a worker’s cognitions via his or her emotional mental state. The more
suitable the objective work characteristics for workers’ are, the less mentally strained they
are the greater their self-esteem is and the more willing they are to develop the working
conditions, and vice versa. Thus mental strain is of crucial importance in the perception
of job characteristics.
The results did not give full support to the authors (e.g. Levin & Stokes, 1989)
who have stressed the meaning of special individual affective factors like negative affectivity in the perception of job characteristics. The results supported partly arguments (e.g.
Renn & Vandenberg, 1995) according to which job characteristics have both direct and
indirect influences on a worker. Renn & Vandenberg (1995) argued that the direct influences of job characteristics represent an individual’s immediate emotional response to the
job, which reaction is based on the momentary activation of special cognitions. Full support could not be found for their latter assumptions; it was rather to be assumed that emotional reactions influenced cognitions, which had secondary effects on perceived.
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(emotional) mental state. A worker with a higher mental strain had lower self-esteem and
he or she was less willing to develop working conditions; this in turn caused an increase
of mental strain.
The design of the study - based on linear relationships - excluded a possibility of
clarifying the influence of contextual factors, as many authors (e.g. Fried & Ferris, 1987)
have proposed. This does not, however, mean that there would not be such effects with
another kind of design.
The results mean that the possibility of a methodological bias presented by some
authors (e.g. Algera, 1990) can be excluded in this case. It has been presented that a bias
might be caused by the fact that it is the same person who perceives both job characteristics and a working environment as also the others’ behaviour, reactions and attitudes. It
can be supposed that the effects of such kind of influences are not shown in the analyses
based on the data of averages.

Self-Esteem and the Perception of Organisational Functioning
Self-esteem representing the found factor of the Sense of Competence for Development
(SCD) influenced the perception of collaboration between workers as well as participation
and willingness to develop working conditions (Study IV, originally published 1997, page
37). Self-esteem was influenced by mental well-being, especially by ability to act as a sign
of mental strain (page 34).
The discovery of the factor the Sense of Competence for Development (SCD) is of
special importance when talking about a person’s inner cognitive models for mastering
tasks; the close interrelationship of self-esteem and willingness to develop working conditions refers to one’s perception of mastery over his or her working environment. The
result is in accordance with White’s (1959) assumptions - based on his predecessors’
(Angyal, 1941; Woodworth, 1958) work - about the meaning of competence motivation.
Angyal (1941) presented that a human being has a characteristic tendency towards
self-determination. Woodworth (1958) supposed that all human behaviour is directed
primarily towards dealing with the environment. Ganster & Fuslier (1989) presented that
human behaviour is goal oriented and selective, because a person has got a need for managing his or her environment. White (1959) partly agreed with Woodworth; he also supposed that a human being had an intrinsic need to deal with the environment. But he argued that it was necessary to connect motivation with the concept of competence. He
argued that there was a special competence motivation as well as competence in its more
familiar sense of achieved capacity.
It may be that workers’ cannot be motivated unless they can feel that it is possible
to do things. Bandura’s (e.g. 1996) thoughts of self-efficacy also supported this assumption. He presented (1996) that unless people believe that it is possible for them to achieve
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the selected goals, they do not try to. This can happen because they are not competence
motivated.
The results also support later discussions in the literature about the sense of control or feelings of mastery in perceiving the working environment. Antonowsky (e.g.
1979, 1987) used the concept of the Sense of Coherence referring to the sense which a
person’s internal and external environment makes to her or him being predictable (comprehensibility), sense of control (manageability) and meaningfulness. He (1979, p. 123)
defined the concept as follows: ”A global orientation that expresses the extent to which
one has a pervasive, enduring though dynamic feeling of confidence that one’s internal
and external environments are predictable and that there is a high probability that things
will work out as well as can reasonably be expected.”
In short, the Sense of Coherence - according to him - meant that things are in
order, in control and meaningful. He was of the opinion that self-esteem was in connection with the sense of control. He (Antonowsky, 1984) assumed that participation was
important to a worker because of meaningfulness. The Sense of Coherence meant to Antonowsky health resources with buffering effects against stress. It seems that Antonowsky
used his concept the sense of control nearly in the same meaning as White did (1959)
using the concept of the sense of competence mentioned above.
The results were also in accordance with Huhtaniemi’s (1995) and Järvikoski’s
(1994) findings. Huhtaniemi (1995) used the concept of the sense of life-control by which
she meant a human resource against stress and a means for achieving a goal. Järvikoski
(1994) found that the sense of life-control was in connection with one’s conception about
oneself and correlated with one’s self-esteem. The results supported also the findings of
Kalimo & Toppinen (1993). They argued that the general sense of life-control, which was
included in human resources, increased workers’ well-being. The results in this study
(Supplementary Studies 1998 C, unpublished) showed that willingness to develop working conditions influenced one’s job satisfaction and thereby one’s mental well-being
(page 34).
The results were also in accordance with Karasek & Theorell’s (1990) and Kobasa’s (1979) as well as Leppänen’s (1993) arguments. Karasek (e.g. 1979; Karasek &
Theorell, 1990) used the concept of demand and control when speaking about workers’
possibility to influence their job performance. Leppänen (1993) found that activity and
the perception of competence in the development of work protected workers better from
long-term stress effects than the conceptual mastering of the work. Kobasa (1979) used
the concept of hardiness for the generalised feeling of control. This meant that one had a
belief of being able to master situations, an emotional commitment to different functions
and the perception of change as a challenge.
This study (Study IV, originally published 1997) supported both the French &
Caplan (1972) and the trait models (e.g. Epstein, 1983; Saari & Majander, 1985; Tice &
Baumeister, 1990). It seems that mental strain influences one’s self-esteem, and vice
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versa, but not directly; the influence is mediated by the willingness to develop working
conditions and by the factors of organisational functioning like collaboration between
workers and participation (pages 34, 37). The influences may not function simultaneously
either. The results supported the assumptions that self-esteem may also be influenced by
non-traumatic experiences in adulthood (e.g. Argyris, 1964; Gergen, 1971; Kernis et al.,
1989; Warr & Wall, 1975).
The interrelationship of a higher self-esteem with the perception of better collaboration between workers and participation (Study IV, originally published 1997) may be
explained by a person’s inner coherence as Deci & Ryan (1991) presented. They supposed that a person’s inner coherence may be a prerequisite for interpersonal relationships. It may be that when a worker believes that he or she is as worthy as the others and
can manage tasks as well as the others, it is easier for the worker to participate and collaborate with the other workers and that is why he or she perceives that these things are
OK. An interesting new thing was the finding that inner coherence was influenced by the
perception of objective working environment via the person’s emotional reactions (page
34). Interesting was also the finding that the influences could be found on a general level,
independent of contextual and specific personal factors.
In summary, it seems that mental strain and self-esteem influence (independent of
contextual and specific individual influences) a person’s perception of organisational
functioning, and perhaps via that, the perception of the opportunity for social support
from co-workers. Thus it seems that the feelings of mastery cause a person positive perceptions of organisational functioning, characteristics of work and job satisfaction. But
this perception has an emotional basis caused by objective characteristics of working
environment.

Self-Esteem: A Personal Resource for Coming off in a Working environment
In this study (Study IV, originally published 1997; Supplementary Studies 1998 B, unpublished), self-esteem influenced willingness to develop working conditions, which in
turn influenced directly the perception of Skill Variety and Autonomy (pages 34, 37, 51).
The results were contradictory as for the original hypothesis, according to which
cognitive factors would not influence one’s perception of work characteristics - not at
least on a general level. The finding was new and quite interesting, because the developers of the JDS (Hackman & Lawler, 1971; Hackman & Oldham, 1974, 1976; Turner &
Lawrence, 1965) originally expected that there is a one-way influence of job characteristics on motivation.
A worker’s perception of higher Skill Variety and Autonomy in work may be explained by a higher competence motivation. The perception of higher competence for
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development makes the worker perceive that the content of work is better than in the
opposite case; perhaps with the ulterior motive of being able to influence one’s job content or job performance (pages 34, 51).
In the light of the previous discussion about the content of the concept of selfesteem (Coopersmith, 1967; Rosenberg, 1979) and self-efficacy (Bandura, 1988, 1992), it
is likely that the perception of competence (a part of self-esteem or self-efficacy) influences one’s willingness to develop working conditions, which can be thought to represent
competence motivation (White, 1959). It has to be noticed, however, that the influence is
aroused by the emotional factors of mental state (page 34).
An explanation may be that when a person perceives more mental strain due to the
objective characteristics of work, his or her self-esteem decreases with the increase of
depression. This, in turn, decreases the person’s willingness to develop working conditions, because he or she feels less competent for functioning. The lowered perception of
competence and development motivation makes the person perceive that the job offers
less possibilities of controlling the way of working and of using his or her skills in an
appropriate way. This could be explained by perceived uncertainty because of the decreased feelings of competence. In addition to the decrease of motivation and due to the
loss of energy, a person does not dare take challenges and use his or her skills.
The previous explanation would be in accordance with Saari & Majander’s (1985)
results. They found that persons with a lowered self-esteem differed from those with a
higher self-esteem as for ability to take challenges. The findings are important from a
theoretical point of view, because the interrelationships did not include the effects of
special contextual or individual factors; they were shown on a general level.

Emotional and Cognitive Factors: A Functional Unity
A worker’s (emotional) mental state (well-being) was found to be related with the variables of the factor Sense of Competence for Development (Study IV, originally published
1997; Supplementary Studies 1998 A, unpublished); mental strain (ability to act) influenced self-esteem, and this, in turn, mental strain via willingness to develop working
conditions (page 34). In the Supplementary Studies (1998 D, unpublished) it was shown
that the variables of the factors of mental well-being and the Sense of Competence for
Development were loaded on the same factor .
A new thing in this study was that the variables of the factor the Sense of Competence for Development, which can be defined as a kind of sense of competence (White,
1959), were found to be connected with a person’s emotional state - mental well-being
and to be in bi-directional interface with each other. The findings clarified the role of
emotional factors behind the sense of competence and competence motivation (White,
1959). The importance of the findings was emphasised by the general level of the effects.
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The findings of this study (Study IV, originally published 1997; Supplementary Studies
1998 D, unpublished) gave support to the arguments according to which the perception of
control was seen as a resource for coping with work stress (Antonowsky, 1979, 1984,
1987; Fisher, 1984; Huhtaniemi, 1995; Järvikoski, 1994; Karasek, 1979; Karasek &
Theorell, 1990; Sterling & Allostasis, 1988; Theorell & Karasek, 1996).
The findings also supported the conception according to which self-esteem can
also be influenced by non-traumatic experiences (e.g. Argyris, 1964; Gergen, 1971;
Kernis et al., 1989; Warr & Wall, 1975). Support was found for the ideas of French &
Caplan (1972) and Kivimäki & Kalimo’s (1996) assumptions about the meaning of work
stress on self-esteem; self-esteem influenced, although indirectly, mental strain and the
perception of working environment.
The findings gave partly support to Bandura’s arguments (1992) that self-efficacy
does not influence reactively one’s emotional reactions. In this study the influence on
mental state was mediated via willingness to develop working conditions and the perception of working environment (page 34). Bandura, a representative of the social cognitive
theory, argued (e.g. 1991) that one’s self-evaluative system (self-efficacy) is influenced
by a self-regulatory mechanism, in which self-monitoring has the central role. Selfefficacy, according to him, influences one’s behaviour on the four main levels: cognition,
affection, motivation and functioning.

Job Characteristics and Sick Absenteeism
According to the findings of this study (Study IV, originally published 1997), Skill Variety and Task Significance were in a negative relation to the number of sick absenteeism
days per organisation and per worker and the duration of sick absenteeism period per
worker.
The results were in accordance with the original hypothesis about the influence of
job characteristics on workers’ health independent of the influence of any special personal or contextual factors. The results gave support to the earlier findings (Gehardt,
1988; Hänsgen et al., 1995; Renn & Vandenberg, 1995) about the positive correlation
between objective job characteristics and workers’ perception of the characteristics.
In this study the impact of specific contextual or personal factors could not be
shown because of the design of the study based on linear relationships and averages. Thus
the findings supported the JDS developers’ assumptions about the relationship of objective job characteristics with sick absenteeism (Hackman & Lawler, 1971; Hackman &
Oldham, 1974, 1976; Turner & Lawrence, 1965). The results also gave support to Cooper
& Davidson’s (1987) view of the importance of the underutilisation of skills in stress
process and to Karasek’s Expanded Demand/Control Model (DCSM) as to the
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health consequences of job demands (Karasek, 1979; Karasek & Theorell, 1990; Kristensen, 1995; Theorell & Karasek, 1996).
The results partly supported presumptions (e.g. Levi, 1972, 1994) about the role of
mediating personal and social factors between the perception of the objective working
environment and behavioural outcomes. However, the influences were shown on a general
level (Study IV, originally published 1997). On the basis of these studies, it is obvious
that the health effects of job characteristics are mediated via the perception of mental
work load to a person’s self-esteem. A possible intervening variable in connection with
lowered mental energy is depression, which - connected to lowered self-esteem - causes
the increase of sick absenteeism (see e.g. Kouzis & Eaton, 1994, the next chapter).
The intermediary nature of general personal factors was also supported by the
interrelationships found between cognitions and emotions (see the previous chapter); selfesteem influenced mental well-being via willingness to develop working conditions. Personal factors, especially the Sense of Competence for Development (SCD) (Supplementary studies 1998 A-C, unpublished), seem to play an important role in the perception of
control over one’s work. This in turn influences the perception of mental load (pages 34,
36). So the results supported many authors’ arguments about the importance of the sense
of control or coherence in the perception of mental load (e.g. Antonowsky, 1979; Fisher,
1984; Huhtaniemi, 1995; Järvikoski, 1994; Karasek, 1979; Sterling & Allostasis, 1988).
The results also supported the underlying assumptions of the meaning of mental models in
the control of work (e.g. Hacker, 1982; Keskinen, 1982; Keskinen , 1990; Neisser, 1982).
The results also supported some authors’ (e.g. Baker, 1985; Kasl, 1989) arguments
about the cumulative nature of stress; the effects of job characteristics on mental state
were combined with the effects of organisational functioning (Study IV, originally published 1997).
The results of this study (Study IV, originally published 1997) supported indirectly
some other authors’ (e.g. Gardell, 1982; Kohn & Schooler, 1983) findings about the interrelationships of job characteristics and leisure time activities. Gardell (1982) found that
poor opportunities for participation decreased participatory activities in leisure time.
It might be supposed that the more a person has personal resources left after a
work day, the more likely he or she has strength to take part in all kinds of leisure time
activities. Karasek (1981) discovered in a longitudinal study that workers whose work
had changed had become more active and participatory in their leisure time. It was also
found (Kohn & Schooler eds., 1983) that job complexity was related to free-time intellectual activities.
An interesting new thing was that Skill Variety was related to the number of sick
absenteeism days per organisation (page 41), whereas Task Significance was in connection with the number of sick days and the duration of sick absenteeism period per worker.
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When work offered more challenges (the possibility of using one’s skills), there were
fewer sick days in the organisation than in the opposite case. When workers felt that their
job was socially more significant, they were absent from the job for sickness more seldom
and the period of sick absenteeism was shorter than in the opposite case. This finding may
be related to the structural features of job; Skill Variety is probably a more structural
(objective) characteristic of job compared with Task Significance. The latter of the two
may imply an evaluation of the personal meaning of the job characteristics, and because
of that it was in relationship with personal sick days. This might be of importance in job
redesign. In addition to the structural content of the job, the personal meaning of the job
should also be taken into consideration in job redesign projects.

Self-Esteem and Sick Absenteeism
The results of this study (Study IV, originally published 1997) showed that workers’ selfesteem was negatively related to sick absenteeism so that an increase in self-esteem was
connected with the decreased number of sick days per organisation.
The results were in accordance with the original assumption about the interrelationship between self-esteem and sick days. Thus the results supported earlier findings
(e.g. Kalimo & Toppinen, 1993) about the relation of experienced health status to selfesteem. The results also supported many authors’ arguments about the importance of
lower self-esteem as a cause of mental difficulties (e.g. Bandura, 1986; Bednar et al.,
1989; Rosenberg, 1962) or stress (e.g. Epstein, 1983; French & Caplan, 1972; Kauppinen-Toropainen, 1987; Kivimäki, 1996; Saari & Majander, 1985).
The results supported arguments which have stressed the importance of the sense
of control to self-esteem (Antonowsky, 1979; Bandura, 1996). Antonowsky (1979) presented the concept of the General Resistance Resource, which included the Sense of Coherence (SOC). He argued that the Sense of Coherence prevented stress and was in connection with self-esteem.
The results gave support to Bandura’s (1996) rationale of the role of one’s sense of
control and social efficacy in the development of depression. The results could not, however, confirm his assumptions. Bandura (1996) presented that perceived inefficacy to
control things and values produced depression; this according to him weakens a person’s
belief in his or her efficacy. He also argued that depression could also be arisen through a
low sense of social efficacy; of not being able to create satisfying social relationships, and
because of that, not having the possibility of social support from the others for cushioning
the effects of chronic stressors.
According to the results (Study IV, originally published 1997), the role of mental
well-being, especially mental strain, could be shown to be important to self-esteem and,
likely, to depression too. With this assumption the results supported the findings of
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Kouzis & Eaton (1994) about the role of depression in sick days. They noticed that depression was connected with sick absenteeism: the probability of depressed persons being
absent for sickness was much greater (27 x) than that of non-depressed persons.
The results also supported Kivimäki & Kalimo’s (1996) and Kivimäki’s (1996)
results. Kivimäki & Kalimo (1996) found that chronic work stress was in a positive relationship with the lack of competence, and they presented that this could contribute to the
decrease of self-esteem. Kivimäki (1996) found that self-esteem correlated negatively
with the worker’s stress symptoms.
In the light of the literature it seems that the perception of self-esteem is connected
with health-preventing or promoting factors (e.g. Wiedenfeld & al., 1990), which may be
in connection with a person’s biological resistance system. Wiedenfeld et al. (1990) discovered in experimental conditions that a strong increase of perceived self-efficacy in
regulating a person’s phobic reactions enhanced his or her immunity. The results of this
study (Study IV, originally published 1997; Supplementary studies 1998 B,C, unpublished) showed that the items (e.g. self-esteem) of the factor Sense of Competence for
Development (SCD) influenced workers’ perception of organisational functioning and
job characteristics as well as mental well-being (pages 34, 36). Thus mental well-being
was influenced by many factors, all of which had an impact on self-esteem.
The findings of the interrelationship between self-esteem and the number of sick
absenteeism days in an organisation may refer to the structural basis of the influence of
working conditions on workers’ mental well-being. A new thing was that self-esteem
could be shown to be in a negative relation to sick-absenteeism on a general level. A
question of crucial importance was left open: in what way are self-esteem and depression
linked to each other? It would be of special interest to clarify the role of changes in a
person’s immunity system in this process. This should be studied more exactly in future.

Co-Operation and Sick Absenteeism
According to the findings of this study (Study IV, originally published 1997), workers’
perception of a better collaboration between them decreased the number of sick absenteeism days in the organisation.
The results supported the author’s original expectation about the interrelationship
of social integration (co-operation) and a person’s health indicated by sick days. Thus the
results in this study were in accordance with many others with the same kind of view (e.g.
Berkman, 1985; House, 1981; Karasek & Theorell (1990).
The results partly supported Cohen & Wills’s (1985) presumptions about the direct
influence of social integration on a person’s mental well-being. According to the results
(Supplementary Studies 1998 C, unpublished), social integration - indicated by
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co-operation (as part of organisational functioning) - influenced a person’s mental wellbeing (mental load) via the perception of job satisfaction (page 34). In this study it was,
however, difficult to clarify the impact of active social support on one’s mental well-being
as Cohen & Wills (1985) presented. The concept of co-operation resembled best the
concept of the perceived quality of personal relationships by Winbust et al. (1988), who
considered it as a type of social support.
Anyway, it can be assumed that social integration (co-operation) also includes
features of active social support. With this assumption the results of this study supported
many others’ (e.g. Kalimo, 1980; Karasek & Theorell, 1990; Revicki & Gershon, 1996;
Theorell & Karasek, 1996) arguments about the importance of social support to a person’s perception of work stress or health.
The findings were in accordance with Banduras’s (1996) assumptions about the
importance of social efficacy. He presented that the sense of social efficacy was in relation to the possibility of social support and the ability to create satisfying human relationships. This - according to him - was related to depression. The increase of sick days (see
the discussion in the previous chapters) might be explained by depression due to lowered
mental well-being (mental load) in connection with the lowered Sense of Competence for
Development.
The results did not support directly the assumptions of Karasek et al. (1982) about
the equal importance of the different kinds of social support; co-operation between workers seemed to be more significant of sick days per organisation. Neither supported the
findings their assumptions of the different role of social support in the sub-groups of
different stress levels (Karasek et al., 1982; Saari & Majander, 1985); the impacts found
were shown to be linear by their nature. On the other hand, the effects of social support in
sub-groups were not clarified in this study.
The results of this study (Study IV, originally published 1997) supported the importance of personal factors in the perception of social relationships presented in some
studies (e.g. Deci & Ryan, 1991). Deci & Ryan (1991) assumed that social support was
based on human personality, more exactly, personal integrity: the better one’s personal
integrity, the better opportunities he or she had for social support. It was found (Study
IV, originally published 1997) that self-esteem, a part of the Sense of Competence for
Development, influenced one’s perception of co-operation between workers and opportunities for participation. These factors influenced workers’ mental well-being via job satisfaction (Supplementary Studies 1998 C, unpublished) (pages 34, 36). A new thing was the
finding that the effects could be shown on a general level.
The results also supported Vahtera’s (1993) findings about the importance of the
perception of work control to the perception of social competence. According to the
results (Study IV, originally published 1997; Supplementary Studies 1998 B, unpublished), the Sense of Competence for Development was of crucial importance both as to
the perception of job characteristics and the perception of co-operation and participation.
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In all, it seems that social integration - representing a kind of social support - is an important factor influencing workers’ mental well-being and health. A new thing was the finding of the strong influence of collaboration between the workers on the sick absenteeism
days per organisation on a general level (page 41). This may refer to its special importance as a buffering organisational factor against work stress (see e.g. Cohen & Wills,
1985).

General Conclusions
The Finnish versions of the methods used (JDS, EZ) seemed to be reliable and usable for
evaluating working conditions. As a new thing the importance of cognitions to the perception of job characteristics could be shown. In the light of the results the Job Characteristics Model (JCM) should be evaluated again. The Finnish version of the EZ method
with 39 items was shown to have about the same reliability as the newer international
versions of the method. The reliability of the method was increased by the findings of the
theoretical model (mental state) by the confirmatory factor analysis.
The study produced additional information about the general interrelationship
between perceived working environment and a person’s mental factors. New information
was also acquired about the interrelationships between one’s cognitions and emotional
state in the way defined in the study. The results encouraged the discussion about the
interface of perceived and objective working environment and the interrelationship between an organisation and a worker concerning a person’s health.
A result of special importance concerns the findings of structural and causal models independent of a single individual and a special organisation. It has to be noticed,
however, that there may also be other influencing factors than those used in the models.
This has to be taken into consideration in the interpretation of the results. The results
showed that objective working conditions have an impact on workers’ mental functions
and health; good working conditions improve workers’ mental well-being, whereas bad
conditions decrease it, for example in the form of increased sick leaves. On the other
hand, healthier workers seem to be more willing and capable of developing working conditions and of taking challenges in their job than in the opposite case.
The results also gave ground for considerations on organisational health. Attention
should be paid to taking care of both a single worker’s health and organisational health,
the functioning of the organisation and the perceived characteristics of work as well as
their influences on a person’s self-esteem, motivation of organisational development and
mental state.
In this study a healthy organisation is characterised by workers’ perception of the
good organisational functioning and the good characteristics of work. Of special importance in organisational functioning is the style of leadership including workers’ oppor-
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tunities for participation and co-operation with workers as well as between workers. The
role of the structural features of an organisation seems to be important to workers’ health
as well. The importance of the functioning of occupational safety and health staff was
shown. The poor influence of occupational health care on workers’ mental well-being
may indicate a strong need for developing this supportive organisational structure, too.
In the light of the results, workers’ perception of job satisfaction is an important
factor for mental well-being and worth taking into consideration in organisational development processes. It is likely that job satisfaction is an important general sign of organisational health status, the role of which has been undervalued at least in Finnish working
life.
As for methodological development, the results encourage the use of the Lisrel
method in the development of structural and functional models between variables. Although the framework of the study implies the best applicability of the results to bluecollar workers in the public sector, it seems that the general interrelationships of the factors found might be typical of all workers in working life. Anyway, there are no such
things to be seen which could undermine this assumption. To improve the generalisation
of the results, the discovered phenomena could be examined in other occupational groups
than those used in this study. It would be interesting to clarify whether the factor structures found can be repeated from one measurement to another. This would require a longitudinal study with larger data than what was used now.
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